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We are encouraged by the 2021 result 
given the year we have all endured. In 
an unpredictable and ever-changing 
environment, we are very proud of what  
the Skyline team has delivered.

As you’re aware our Group operations around 
the globe were significantly impacted by 
COVID-19 related border closures, restrictive 
lockdown protocols, and constantly changing 
operating environments. In June 2020 we 
undertook a significant restructuring exercise 
across the whole group to reduce operating 
costs and create more agile, flexible, and 
sustainable operating units.

We are grateful for the support we have 
received from the governments in every region 
we operate, and this has helped us thus far to 
manage cash flow, add back jobs, complete 
essential repairs and maintenance and meet 
our contractual commitments for several 
development projects.

In New Zealand, Skyline Rotorua enjoyed 
strong domestic support from Aucklanders 
and the surrounding North Island regions, and 
the business produced a respectable year-end 
result. We have been able to progress essential 
repairs and upgrades to the existing Luge tracks, 
and we believe these improvements will provide 
visitors with a new and exciting experience and 
a fresh look for Skyline Rotorua once complete 
in early summer.

Chairperson’s and 
CEO’s Report 2021

Top: Jan Hunt, Chairperson
Geoff McDonald, CEO 
(from left to right)  
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As we communicated several months back, 
Skyline Queenstown had a very tough year,  
with visitation severely impacted by the loss of 
the international customer base. We expected 
the recent reopening of the Australian border to 
provide a significant lift to visitor numbers, but 
already we are seeing challenges with COVID-19 
ongoing breakouts across many Australian 
states impacting visitor flow. Committed 
redevelopment works for Skyline Queenstown 
for the new Gondola and carpark have continued 
through the latter part of the year whilst 
visitation was low. We are currently reviewing 
tenders for the first stage of construction for the 
carpark, and Gondola terminals. We plan to make 
a decision soon on how and when these might 
progress. These redevelopment works form 
a significant and expensive commitment for 
Skyline Queenstown, but they are necessary for 
us to maintain a compliant, contemporary, and 
world-leading attraction.

Our Queenstown property portfolio has 
endured a challenging year. Whilst property 
values have reversed the prior year impairment 
and now sit slightly higher than 2019 values, 
depressed visitation levels have meant that our 
tenants have struggled, and returns have been 
negatively impacted by rental reductions and 
the financial relief into the millions of dollars we 
have provided them. We are encouraged to note 
the vast majority have weathered the COVID-19 
storm thus far and are starting to see some signs 
of a recovery.

The redevelopment of O’Connells in downtown 
Queenstown was initiated pre-COVID-19 and we 
have remained committed to completing this 
project. As we shared in April, we are delighted 
to announce our commercial partnership with 
the DFS group. They will establish a new flagship 
T-Galleria retail store across two levels of the 
complex and take some top-floor office space. 
The Skyline team are currently working to bring 
fresh, artisan food offerings to the lower level, 
and when the complex opens in July 2022 it 
will be an exciting new ‘flagship’ venue in the 
Queenstown precinct. Additionally,  
we conservatively forecast the complex will 
create 50+ jobs in retail and hospitality.

The Christchurch Casino underwent a significant 
restructuring exercise in the middle of last year 
that reduced operating hours by 40 hours per 
week. This dramatically reduced the cost base, 
and on top of this, they have traded strongly, 
buoyed by consistent and loyal local support.

Our operations in the Republic of Korea have 
endured a ‘rollercoaster’ year. Visitation levels 
have been reasonable at our Tongyeong site 
which had managed to evade many of the 
COVID-19 related restrictions that Seoul has 
seen. However, given that the location is a 
holiday resort and attracts South Koreans  
from across the country, it too saw some very 
lean months.

On the East coast of the Republic of Korea 
construction of our new Luge complex in Busan 
had only just commenced when COVID-19 
struck. We continued with the development 
and were thrilled to be able to open in early 
July 2021. The new tracks are exciting and 
innovative, the views from the site along the 
coastline are magnificent, and the complex is 
the first across the group with the refreshed 
Skyline Luge global branding. Trading has been 
modest but encouraging in the initial few days 
of operation and we believe once COVID-19 
restrictions lift it will become a leading site. It 
has significant potential given the proximity 
to a large domestic population, several new 
shopping malls, a theme park and a modern 
metro system.

Our operation in Singapore has had a very 
difficult trading year with multiple closures from 
recurrent COVID-19 outbreaks. The government 
placed tight, restrictive controls on resident 
movements and the small island state which 
is reliant on international visitation has had a 
tough time. Despite this the local team have 
maximised their opportunities and as local 
vaccination rates climb ahead of most other 
country’s we are confident of a rebound.

Given its adjacency to the United States, Canada 
has been hit hard by COVID-19, but they are 
now on the front foot with an ‘enviably effective’ 
vaccination programme. Both of our sites in 
Canada opened during the summer, albeit 
late, and we were able to host guests. The 
results were subdued but once again our teams 
delivered amidst very trying circumstances. 

Understandably, many of our future 
development projects were put on ‘ice’ with 
the arrival of COVID-19, but we have continued 
feasibility on preferred sites and desktop 
evaluation of new opportunities. Planning work 
has recommenced on the Luge park in Sheffield, 
United Kingdom, alongside discussions with 
the Swansea Council and Welsh Government 
for a proposed Luge and gondola complex in 
Swansea. We have also investigated sites in 
Indonesia, Vietnam, and Italy.
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In Malaysia, our new Luge park outside of Kuala  
Lumpur at Gamuda Gardens has progressed 
rapidly. We are close to lodging plans for building  
and track designs and some groundworks  
have commenced. We hope construction will 
start in Q4 2021 and if COVID-19 is suppressed 
we plan to be open in Q1 2023.

Aside from the challenges COVID-19 has brought  
we have taken the opportunity this year to 
challenge many elements of our business 
model, to restart and reset, to innovate, to 
rethink how we do things and to set some clear 
goals for re-emergence and our ambitions for 
the future. The experience has taught us many 
things, and we will bank those learnings.

We are also proud of the fact that in a period of 
uncertainty and diminished returns we have been 
able to continue to support the various charities 
and foundations with whom we partner. The 
Wakatipu High School Foundation, The Graeme 
Dingle Foundation and its leadership program, 
Lakes District Air Rescue Trust, Whakatipu 
Wilding Conifer Control Group, and numerous 
other ‘in kind’ relationships. A cooperative 
community spirit, a sense of humour, and a 
determination to ‘keep the fun’ have been very 
important ingredients to maintain the wellbeing 
of customers and staff alike.

These commitments to positively contribute to  
the communities we operate in have also been  
incorporated into the development of a formal  
Skyline sustainability framework and programme. 

The framework is based on our core areas of 
business sustainability – environmental, social 
and governance and ensures we measure and 
build on our responsibilities as a good corporate 
citizen and drive sustainable long-term growth. 
We will continue to develop and build on this 
programme in 2022. 

Lastly, we would like to take this opportunity 
to recognise and thank the whole Skyline team 
for their commitment and energy in what has 
been an extremely challenging year. Many of 
our people went through a very difficult and 
uncertain period whilst we restructured and 
realigned the business, it is never easy to say 
goodbye to colleagues. The spirit and values 
of the company came to the fore as people 
rolled up their sleeves, multi-tasked, covered 
consecutive shifts and fronted up for work with 
very little understanding of what tomorrow 
might bring. We are proud of our people who 
are the DNA of the organisation, and we look 
forward to brighter days and success in 2022.

Skyline is a resilient business in a strategically 
sound position. While we have experienced 
a very challenging year our broad customer 
appeal, our passionate people and global 
diversity provide confidence that we will 
continue to remain a sustainable and successful 
business into the future. 

Bottom left: A family 
enjoying the Night Luge  
at Skyline Rotorua

Geoff McDonald
CEO

Jan Hunt 
Chairperson
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Queenstown’s oldest hospitality and 
social meeting point is leading the 
transformation of the famous resort town.

O’Connells has been at the heart of 
Queenstown’s hospitality and trading since 
the 1880s. Firstly as a meeting place for 
gold miners, then a hotel, before finally 
becoming the resort’s first major shopping 
centre in 1988. With the redevelopment 
of the iconic property this tradition now 
continues with world-leading international 
retailer DFS Group having secured the 
tenancy of two floors of O’Connells 
for retail, as well as office space on the 
upper floor. On the ground floor will be a 
revitalised food and beverage experience. 
The redevelopment is on schedule to be 
completed in mid-2022.

Skyline Enterprises Property Manager, 
Alastair Clifford, says that having the DFS 
Group onboard is a vote of confidence in 
the future of both the site and the town’s 
future post COVID-19.

Reviving the heart 
of Queenstown

Top/bottom right: 
Architectural renders of 
O’Connells main entrance 
and interior luxury retail 
 
Image credit: DFS Group
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“O’Connells is in the heart of Queenstown. 
It sets the scene for the rest of the town 
and this will be a game-changer when it is 
finished. Add DFS’ offering and that shows 
confidence in where Queenstown  
is heading.”

“This is the first Resort Galleria in the  
world, recognising that Queenstown is not 
only an international city but a world-class 
resort destination.”

Alastair adds the ground floor food and 
beverage experience will consist of 
primarily local, owner-operated food 
businesses that are unique to the location.

“O’Connells lives on because of its location 
and what happens on the site. It’s always 
been a meeting place, the heart of the 
town and a place for trading and hospitality 
services – somewhere to meet friends and 
have something to eat and drink.”

Top right/bottom: 
Architectural renders of 
O’Connells exterior and 
DFS retail space 
 
Image credit: DFS Group

It sets the scene for the rest 
of the town and this will be a 

game-changer when it is finished.
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and trading since the 1880s.
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Skyline Luge Busan, in the Republic of Korea, 
opened in early July 2021 and is already on 
track to build on the success of Skyline Luge 
internationally.

It’s the second Luge site in South Korea, 
following the hugely successful Tongyeong 
site, which saw more than 1.8 million rides in 
its first full year of operation.

Skyline General Manager International Luge 
Development, Danny Luke, who oversaw the 
development from the initial site identification 
through to construction completion says the 
site in Busan is one of the best in South Korea 
and has the potential to be most popular in 
the Skyline Luge portfolio. 

“Luge has become synonymous in South Korea 
with fun activities, so we’re expecting huge 
numbers out of Busan. The site is within easy 
access of over seven million people living in 
the wider Busan metropolitan area alone, as 
well as an additional seven million visitors 
each year.”

“Luge is so popular, there have actually been a 
few copycats pop up in South Korea since we 
opened in Tongyeong – but they don’t have 
the sites we do or our partnerships.” 

Double the fun 
in South Korea

Top: Bird’s-eye view of the 
Busan Luge site
Bottom left: Lugers 
enjoying opening day

“Our Busan site is part of the Osiria Tourism 
Complex Development, the Luge is next to 
the Lotte Theme Park and GS Shopping Mall, 
so there’s plenty of reasons to visit.”

The new site is 100,000m² in size and has 
an elevation of nearly 60m, with four tracks 
comprising just over 2.4km of track.

The site is the first to have the next 
generation Skyline Luge carts and sport the 
refreshed Skyline Luge brand and has the 
capacity to accommodate more than 3,500 
people per hour.

For this site to be possible a significant 
amount of work has gone into the 
groundworks and landscaping.

“We’ve done a heap of landscaping! We  
had to move large amounts of land to 
enable the elevation we needed and this 
included the planting of over 17,000 trees 
and shrubs. It was so many trees we had a 
mini nursery onsite.”

“It’s the first time we’ve done something 
on this scale of development. It’s pretty 
impressive…”

Aside from the physical construction, the 
operations team was on the ground in Busan 
six months before the opening, setting up all 
the systems and recruiting and training the 
new team members.

“There’s been a lot of positive energy on the 
ground in Busan. We’ve got a great team there 
who worked tirelessly to get everything right 
and make sure we deliver the uniquely Skyline 
Luge experience.”—
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It’s the first time we’ve
done something on this
scale of development. 
It’s pretty impressive.



People per hour
3,500

Trees and shrubs planted
17,000 

Exhilarating tracks 
4

Over 2.4km of track
2.4km

Two 76-seat chairlifts
76

Elevation
57m

Site size
100,000m² 

Busan 
Luge facts 
& stats
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Skyline’s global expansion plans continue 
with the newest international Luge 
development being confirmed for Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia, with early site work 
underway.

The new site is located just 15 minutes 
from the centre of Kuala Lumpur, with 
easy access off Malaysia’s busiest highway 
for the seven and a half million people in 
the greater Kuala Lumpur area. It’s part of 
a larger development by Gamuda Lands, 
called Gamuda Gardens, which will see a 
new residential township complete with 
schools, a hospital, shopping malls and an 
entertainment complex.

General Manager International Luge 
Development, Danny Luke, says not only is 
the site in a great location, but it will also 
feature some innovative new track designs.

Top right: Artists sketch of 
Luge site within Gamuda 
Gardens
Bottom right: Architectural
render of commercial district
within Gamuda Gardens
Image credit: Gamuda Land

“
Not only is the site
in a great location, 
but it will also feature
some innovative
new track designs.

“The site is very different to everything else 
we’ve done. The exciting thing about this 
track is the tunnels. We have designed four 
big tunnels through the site. The longest 
one is 100m in length and some of them  
will even have corners – that’s something 
that we’ve never done before. It’s a very  
cool concept!”

In addition to the Luge, the team are excited 
to unveil a world-first in ziplines.

“The zipline will have corners and spirals in 
it and because it’s two lines, people can go 
side by side and there’s the ability to have 
parents go with their children, or siblings 
together. It fits well with our mandate for 
family-friendly fun and will complement  
the Luge.”

Newest  
international 
Luge 
development 
confirmed
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Top right: Image from 
the Skyline Luge Busan 
photoshoot 
 
Bottom left: New Luge 
sign with refreshed Skyline 
Luge brand at Busan

As Skyline Luge has grown to become a truly 
international brand with seven sites across the 
world (and more in the pipeline), a refreshed 
brand was needed to ensure Skyline Luge 
continues to reflect what makes the brand 
unique and be recognised as the original, 
gravity-fuelled fun experience.

General Manager Commercial, Michael Ramsay, 
says the refresh of the Skyline Luge brand 
started with our customers and worked back.

Rebranding 
the iconic Luge

“
The refresh of 
Skyline Luge brand 
started with our 
customers and 
worked back.
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Top: Luge helmets sporting 
the refreshed brand
Bottom: New Luge track 
motif from refreshed brand

“We know from our customer insights that 
people have a desire to find new ways to 
feel good and have fun. The recent events of 
COVID-19 have only amplified this desire to 
share real experiences and safely connect  
with people.”

“The updated look is true to the heritage of 
the brand in having some good old-fashioned 
kiwi fun and refreshing at the same time in 
encapsulating the raw fun and excitement of 
the Skyline Luge experience.“

Once is truly never enough!

“
The refresh of 
Skyline Luge brand 
started with our 
customers and 
worked back.

“
The updated look is true 

to the heritage of the 
brand in having some good 

old-fashioned kiwi fun.

—
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“ 
Across our portfolio of

 businesses, a host of initiatives 
take place each year led by 

our passionate people.

Skyline has a long history of being a sustainable 
and successful company while also giving back to 
the communities and environments it operates 
in. Across our portfolio of businesses, a host 
of initiatives take place each year led by our 
passionate people that positively contribute to 
creating a better and more sustainable place 
for future generations. Under a new Skyline 
sustainability framework focused on our social, 
environmental and governance responsibilities 
these efforts will be formally measured and  
built upon. 

Regenerating our natural landscape 

Skyline Queenstown is doing its part to ensure 
invasive species are reduced in our slice of  
paradise by supporting and donating to key 
volunteer groups in the region. 

Wilding conifers, also known as wilding pines,  
are an invasive species across New Zealand’s  
high country. They’re widespread on Bobs Peak,  
on which the Queenstown Skyline Gondola sits,  
and are a threat to the future biodiversity and 
natural capital of the region. 

Since 2009, the Whakatipu Wilding Conifer Control 
Group (WCG) has received a sizeable annual 
donation from Skyline to assist with their efforts. 
Additionally, members have access to Skyline’s 
meeting rooms and receive a Gondola Annual Pass 
so they can easily come up as a part of the Adopt-
a-Plot programme and pull out smaller wilding 
conifers before they mature and start to seed.

WCG had one of its most productive years yet 
in the 2020/21 FY, completing more than 143 
wilding conifer control conservation projects and 
protecting over 53,722 hectares in the Whakatipu.

Reduce, reuse, 
revitalise
Sustainability at Skyline

Bottom: A group of WCG 
volunteers use their Gondola 
Annual Passes to help 
prevent wilding pine spread 
 
Image credit: Emily Adamson

—
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Innovating ways to reduce waste and reuse

Skyline Engineering & Development Manager,  
Ryan Williams, is pioneering a new way of reducing 
waste at Skyline’s international Luge sites.

“There’s been so much more focus around working 
astutely and more consciously, driven by both  
wanting to save costs and also looking at our 
environmental involvement as a steward of the land  
on which we operate.”

Previously, when Luge carts reached the end of their 
usable life, they’d be sent back to New Zealand for 
disposal. Under the new initiative, they’re now ground 
down by local contractors and then sent to New Zealand, 
where they’re repurposed into Luge track curbing.

Rotorua and Busan Luge sites will be the first to get the 
recycled plastic curbs. Ryan’s also got ideas for rubbish 
bins and even seating and signage made from the 
recycled plastic.

10-15% of Skyline’s total Luge cart fleet is replaced 
annually, equalling around 200 carts or 2 tons of 
recycled material each year. For the Rotorua track 
upgrades alone we will be using over 1 ton of this 
recycled plastic for track curbing.

Supporting our local communities

Recognising healthcare workers and volunteers

In recognition of the outstanding efforts of local 
healthcare workers and volunteers who selflessly 
supported communities as they battled the COVID-19 
pandemic, the Queenstown, Rotorua and Sentosa teams 
provided thousands of annual passes and memberships 
as a token of appreciation. 

Proud to give back

Christchurch Casino is proud to give back, supporting 
dozens of community groups and charities throughout 
the Canterbury region. These include sports groups, 
schools, non-profit and non-government organisations. 
The Christchurch Casino’s Charitable Trust has now 
invested more than $4.8 million in the local community.

“
There’s been so much more 

focus around working astutely 
and more consciously, driven 

by both wanting to save costs 
and also looking at our

environmental involvement as 
a steward of the land on which 

we operate.

Bottom left: Engineering 
& Development Manager, 
Ryan Williams, shows 
a section of new track 
curbing (left) made from 
end of life Luge carts (right)
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General Business
To consider any other matter that may be 
brought properly before the meeting. 

By Order of the Board:
M J Harris for Secretaries, Queenstown,  
30 July 2021

Proxies:
All Shareholders of the Company are entitled 
to attend and vote at the meeting and are 
entitled to appoint a proxy to attend and 
vote for them instead. A proxy need not be 
a member of the Company. A proxy form is 
enclosed and, if used, must be lodged at the 
Registered Office of the Company not less 
than 48 hours before the meeting begins.

Directors’ Report:
Your Directors have submitted their report 
together with the financial accounts of the 
Group for the year ended 31 March 2021.

Results and Distributions:
Operating surplus attributable to the Group for 
the 2021 financial year of $56,743,000 which is 
to be fully retained and carried forward. 
Subsequent to balance date, the Directors 
have determined that no final cash dividend 
will be paid for the year ended 31 March 2021. 
Given the continued inherent uncertainty 
created by the COVID-19 global pandemic, the 
Board continues with its prudent approach to 
capital management.
The Directors will determine future dividend 
payments and make decisions about the 
resumption of the Group’s dividend payments 
once the duration and financial impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic is more certain.

The Directors of Skyline Enterprises Limited 
request the pleasure of your attendance at the 
54th Annual General Meeting of the Company. 
It will be held at the Hilton Queenstown  
Resort & Spa (and live-streamed) on Friday  
24 September 2021 at 3pm, after which you 
are invited to enjoy drinks and canapes.

Agenda
Addresses
Our Chairperson, Jan Hunt, and our Chief 
Executive Officer, Geoff McDonald, will provide 
an overview of the company’s performance 
for the year ended 31 March 2021. There will 
also be an opportunity for shareholders to ask 
questions.

Resolutions
Shareholders will be asked to consider and, 
if thought appropriate, pass the following 
ordinary resolutions
1.  That Mr Richard Thomas in accordance 

with the Company Constitution retires by 
rotation at the Annual Meeting and, being 
eligible, offers himself for re-election 

2.  That Mrs Jan Hunt in accordance with the 
Company Constitution retires by rotation 
at the Annual Meeting and, being eligible, 
offers herself for re-election 

3.  To approve Directors’ Fees of $75,000 
per Director, except for the annual fee of 
the Chair, which will be $160,000. These 
amounts are the same as applied in the past 
financial year. 

4.  That the directors be authorised to fix the 
auditors’ remuneration

The resolutions are ordinary resolutions and 
are required to be passed by a simple majority 
of the votes of those shareholders who are 
entitled to vote and voting on the resolution. 

Notice of Annual
Meeting and 
Director’s Report

J N Hunt, Chairperson
30 July 2021

D N Jackson, Director
30 July 2021

—
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Note 2021 2020

Continuing Operations $’000 $’000

Operating Revenue

Revenue from Contracts with Customers 2.1 103,365 196,043

Cost of Sales (4,509) (13,441)

Gross Profit 98,856 182,602

Other Income 2.2 17,731 12,637

Change in Fair Value of Investment Property 3.3 36,402 (36,443)

Operating Expenses 2.2 (27,695) (50,543)

Employee Benefits (40,022) (58,626)

Profit Before Depreciation, Amortisation, 
Net Financing Costs and Tax Expense 85,272 49,627

Depreciation 3.1 (13,596) (13,594)

Depreciation of Right-of-Use Assets 3.6 (1,546) (1,302)

Amortisation of Finite Life Intangibles 3.2 (220) (3,004)

Impairment of Goodwill 3.2 - (150)

Impairment of Property, Plant & Equipment 3.1 (2,867) (6,311)

Profit Before Net Finance Costs and Tax Expense 67,043 25,266

Finance Income 2.2 118 427

Finance Costs 2.2 (723) (892)

Net Financing Costs (605) (465)

Share of Profit/ (Loss) of Equity Accounted Investees 4.1 1,072 (1,084)

Profit Before Tax 67,510 23,717

Income Tax Expense 2.3.1 (10,767) (10,126)

Profit After Tax Continuing Operations 56,743 13,591

Profit/(Loss) from Discontinued Operations 8.1 - (3,552)

Profit After Tax Group Operation 56,743 10,039

Earnings Per Share – Basic & Diluted

From Continuing Operations 2.5 $1.66 $0.40

From Discontinued Operations 2.5 - $(0.10)

The notes to the accounts form an integral part of these accounts and are to be read in conjunction with them.

Group Income Statement
For the year ended 31 March 2021
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Group Statement of 
Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 31 March 2021

Note 2021 2020

$’000 $’000

Profit for the Year after Tax 56,743 10,039

Other Comprehensive Income

Foreign Currency Translation Reserve 5.2(b) (2,547) 2,600

Total Comprehensive Income for the Year  
from Continued and Discontinued Operations 54,196 12,369

Group Statement of 
Changes in Equity
For the year ended 31 March 2021

Note Share 
Capital

Translation 
Reserve

Retained 
Earnings

Total 
Equity

$’000 $’000 $’000 $’000

Equity as at 1 April 2019 28,753 801 402,055 431,609

Profit for the Year After Tax - - 10,039 10,039

Other Comprehensive Income - 2,600 - 2,600

Dividends to Shareholders - - (20,482) (20,482)

Equity as at 31 March 2020 28,753 3,401 391,612 423,766

Profit for the Year After Tax - - 56,743 56,743

Other Comprehensive Income - (2,547) - (2,547)

Equity as at 31 March 2021 5.2 28,753 854 448,355 477,962

The notes to the accounts form an integral part of these accounts and are to be read in conjunction with them. —
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Note 2021 2020

Current Assets $’000 $’000

Cash and Cash Equivalents 3.4.1 42,311 45,515

Term Deposits 4.3.1 8,000 20,084

Trade and Other Receivables 3.4.2 4,712 4,970

Inventory 3.4.4 1,758 1,807

Total Operating Current Assets 56,781 72,376

Non-Current Assets Classified as Held-for-sale 4.4 11,763 -

Total Current Assets 68,544 72,376

Non-Current Assets

Property, Plant & Equipment 3.1 188,744 185,313

Intangible Assets 3.2 56,050 55,780

Investment Property 3.3 184,565 132,000

Right-of-Use Assets 3.6 8,740 11,519

Equity Accounted Investments 4.1 6,518 7,647

Other Financial Assets 4.3.2 550 558

Deferred Tax Assets 2.3.2 3,750 3,797

Total Non-Current Assets 448,917 396,614

Total Assets 517,461 468,990

Current Liabilities

Trade Payables 3.4.5 9,964 11,384

Contract Liabilities 3.4.3 1,347 1,386

Employee Entitlements 3.5 3,815 4,556

Lease Liabilities 3.6 966 759

Provisions 3.7 549 572

Current Tax Liabilities 2.3.2 3,996 6,536

Total Current Liabilities 20,637 25,193

Non-Current Liabilities

Deferred Tax Liabilities 2.3.2 9,744 8,727

Lease Liabilities 3.6 6,715 8,729

Provisions 3.7 2,403 2,575

Total Non-Current Liabilities 18,862 20,031

Total Liabilities 39,499 45,224

Net Assets 477,962 423,766

Equity

Share Capital 5.2 28,753 28,753

Retained Earnings and Reserves 5.2 449,209 395,013

Total Equity 477,962 423,766

On behalf of the Board

Group Balance Sheet
As at 31 March 2021

J N Hunt, Chairperson
30 July 2021

D N Jackson, Director
30 July 2021

The notes to the accounts form an integral part of these accounts and are to be read in conjunction with them.—
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Cash Flows from Operating Activities Note 2021 2020

Cash was provided from: $’000 $’000

Receipts from Customers* 104,622 216,854

Interest Received 117 437

Rent Received 6,041 10,502

Insurance Proceeds Received 9 352

Government Subsidies 2.2 11,425 480

122,214 228,625

Cash was applied to:

Suppliers and Employees (73,001) (142,550)

Interest Paid on Debt (136) (536)

Taxation 2.3.2(b) (12,243) (20,295)

(85,380) (163,381)

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities 36,834 65,244

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Cash was provided from:

Receipts from Dividends 1,321 660

Proceeds from Sale of Subsidiary Undertaking - 18,900

Proceeds from Sales of Assets 297 3,833

Term Deposits 4.3.1 12,084 -

Other Debt Instruments 4.3.2 8 -

13,710 23,393

Cash was applied to:

Acquisition of Property, Plant & Equipment 3.1 (35,659) (24,672)

Acquisition of Investment Property 3.3 (16,338) (3,142)

Acquisition of Software Intangible Assets 3.2 (490) (414)

Term Deposits 4.3.1 - (20,084)

Other Debt Instruments 4.3.2 - (521)

(52,487) (48,833)

Net Cash Used in Investing Activities (38,777) (25,440)
 

Group Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ended 31 March 2021

Cash Flows from Financing Activities $’000 $’000

Cash was provided from:

Foreign Currency Related Movements 447 382

447 382

Cash was applied to:

Dividend Paid 5.2(c) - (20,482)

Repayments of Bank Loans 5.1 - (10,000)

Repayments of Leases (836) (1,015)

(836) (31,497)

Net Cash Used in Financing Activities (389) (31,115)

* Receipts from customers include gaming revenue from Christchurch Casino. Gaming revenue is recognised 
in the Group statement of cash flows as the net aggregate of gaming wins and losses.

The notes to the accounts form an integral part of these accounts and are to be read in conjunction with them. —
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Note 2021 2020

Reconciliation of Cash Flow Movements

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash Held (2,332) 8,689

Add/(Deduct) Effect of Exchange Rate Fluctuations on Cash Held (872) 627

Add Opening Cash 45,515 36,199

Ending Cash Carried Forward 3.4.1 42,311 45,515

Note 2021 2020

$’000 $’000

Profit for the Year after Tax 56,743 10,039

Add Non Cash Items

Depreciation 13,596 15,658

Depreciation on Right-of-Use Assets 1,546 1,493

Loss on Sale of Property, Plant & Equipment 34 3,367

Movement in Deferred Tax 1,064 (10,597)

Share of Profit of Equity Accounted Investees (1,072) 1,159

Change in Fair Value of Investment Property (36,402) 36,443

Foreign Currency Translation (Gains)/Losses 2,495 (1,583)

Amortisation of Intangible Assets 220 3,004

Impairment of Goodwill - 150

Impairment of Property, Plant & Equipment 2,867 6,311

Interest – Provision for Reinstatement 262 -

Gain on Remeasurement of Leases (63) -

41,290 65,444

Movement in Working Capital

(Increase) in Taxation Paid (2,541) (465)

(Increase)/Decrease in Other Creditors (2,966) 6,740

Increase/(Decrease) in Inventory 50 (281)

Increase/(Decrease) in Debtors 1,001 (5,794)

(4,456) (200)

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities 36,834 65,244

Group Statement of Cash Flows 
(Continued)
For the year ended 31 March 2021

Reconciliation of Profit for the Year 
to Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities

The notes to the accounts form an integral part of these accounts and are to be read in conjunction with them.—
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1.0 Basis of Preparation
1.1 Reporting Entity
Skyline Enterprises Limited (the Company) and associated entities (together the Group) own and operate 
tourism facilities, primarily cableway, Luge, restaurant, accommodation and commercial property, leasing 
of helicopters, and casino businesses. In the prior year, the Group also owned and operated tourism 
operations utilising aircraft (fixed wing and helicopter) and vessels assets, which were sold in that period. 
The Group has operations in New Zealand, Singapore, Canada, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia and 
the United Kingdom. The Company is a limited liability company incorporated and domiciled in New 
Zealand, registered under the Companies Act 1993.

1.2 Statement Of Compliance
The Group Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with New Zealand Generally 
Accepted Accounting Practice (NZ GAAP). They comply with New Zealand equivalents to International 
Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS) and other applicable reporting standards as appropriate for 
profit-oriented entities.

The financial statements also comply with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

The Company is an FMC reporting entity for the purposes of the Financial Reporting Act 2013 and the 
Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 and its financial statements comply with these Acts.

The Group Financial Statements were authorised for issue by the Board of Directors on 30 July 2021.

1.3 Basis of Preparation
(a) Basis of Measurement
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis except for investment 
property assets and assets held-for-sale, which are measured at fair value. Shares in Dunedin Casino and 
Christchurch Casino land and buildings were valued at fair value on acquisition but have not been fair 
valued on an ongoing basis.

(b) Estimation of Fair Values
A number of the Group’s accounting policies and disclosures require the determination of fair value. 
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly 
transaction between market participants at the measurement date, regardless of whether that price 
is directly observable or estimated using another valuation technique. In estimating the fair value of 
an asset or a liability, the Group takes into account the characteristics of the asset or liability if market 
participants would take those characteristics into account when pricing the asset or liability at the 
measurement date.

In addition, for financial reporting purposes, fair value measurements are categorised into Level 1, 2 
or 3 based on the degree to which the inputs to the fair value measurements are observable and the 
significance of the inputs to the fair value measurement in its entirety, which are described as follows:

(i)  Level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that 
the entity can access at the measurement date;

(ii)  Level 2 inputs are inputs, other than quoted prices included within Level 1, that are observable for 
the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly; and

(iii)  Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

(c) Functional and Presentation Currency
These financial statements are presented in New Zealand Dollars (NZD) which is the Company’s 
functional and presentation currency.

In addition, the financial statements are presented rounded to the nearest one thousand dollars.  
Due to rounding, numbers presented may not add up precisely to totals provided. 
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(d) Critical Estimates and Assumptions
The preparation of financial statements requires management to make judgements, estimates and 
assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, 
liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates. 

Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting 
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in any future periods affected.

In particular, information about significant areas of estimation uncertainty and critical judgements in 
applying accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amount recognised in the 
financial statements are described in the following notes:

• Note 2.3 – Taxation

• Note 3.1 – Property, Plant & Equipment

• Note 3.2(b) – Intangible Assets – Goodwill

• Note 3.3 – Investment Property

• Note 4.1 – Equity Accounted Investments

•  Note 6.2.1(a)(i) – Quantitative Information  
– Expected Credit Loss 

•  Note 3.6 – Determining the lease term of 
contracts with renewal and termination options 
– Company as lessee

•  Note 3.6 – Leases–  Estimating the incremental 
borrowing rate

(e) Significant Changes During the Period
The financial position and performance of the Group was affected by the following event during the 
reporting period:

(i) COVID-19 Global Pandemic 
  In March 2020, the World Health Organisation designated COVID-19 to be a pandemic, threatening 

the health and wellbeing of large numbers of people across multiple countries. The global outbreak 
has caused significant societal uncertainty.

  All Central Governments in the geographical locations that the Group operates in created emergency 
response plans, which include an alert level system. Each alert level imposed varying restrictions of 
business activity, societal interaction and border movements. The movement between alert levels is 
assessed based on various risk factors and the overall response strategy of each Central Government. 

  The Group’s operations for the period to 31 March 2021 were impacted as follows: 

•  All New Zealand operations were unable to operate for the period from 1 April 2020 to 23 May 2020 
under alert levels 4 and 3. From 24 May 2020 all operations were open, subject to alert level 2 
social distancing restrictions to 8 June 2020. Alert level 2 restrictions limited operating capacity. 
On 9 June 2020 New Zealand moved to alert level 1 with only border restrictions in place. 
The border restrictions limited international visitations. On 12 August 2020 the New Zealand 
operations moved back to alert level 2 until 21 September 2020. From 22 September 2020  
and subsequent to balance date, all New Zealand operations have been operating under alert 
level 1 conditions. 

•  The Republic of Korea operations are operating under social distancing measures including limits 
on groups of no more than five people, which impacted capacity in the period covered by these 
financial statements and subsequent to balance date.

•  The Singapore operation has been trading under strict social distancing measures, which has 
impacted capacity during the period covered by these financial statements and subsequent 
to balance date. The business operation was closed from 7 April 2020 until 11 July 2020 due 
to a country wide lock down. Subsequent to balance date, further restrictions were imposed 
including limiting group to no more than two people. These enhanced restrictions are expected 
to ease mid July 2021. The Singapore Government continues to take a very cautious approach 
with regards to social distancing.

•  Both Canadian business units had delayed openings due to local Government restrictions. Skyline 
Luge Calgary opened 20 June 2020 (prior year 18 May 2019) and Skyline Luge Mont-Tremblant 
opened 4 July 2020 (prior year 18 May 2019). Social distancing rules meant restrictions on groups 
size and number of guests allowed on site. 

Each Central Government of the geographical locations that the Group operates in provided support 
through either a wage subsidy or grants system or both. Where Group business units met the conditions 
of government support, an application was made. As set out in note 2.2(a) total government subsidies of 
$11,425,000 were received.
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The Group leases commercial buildings to a range of businesses from where they conduct their 
operations. In response to alert level restrictions imposed and the impact of COVID-19, the Group 
offered the majority of tenants full rent forgiveness for the month of April 2020 and developed a cost 
sharing programme with affected tenants whereby the Group forgave a portion of the rent payable 
by the tenant. The percentage of rent forgiven and the duration of the forgiveness period was subject 
to negotiation between the Group and the tenant. The total rent forgiven in the current financial year 
totalled $1,812,643.

As a consequence of reduced visitations and forecasted diminished revenues, the Group completed 
a review of the operating model and organisational structure of each business unit. As a result of the 
review, the workforce was significantly reduced, decreasing employee benefits. 

The pandemic has resulted in impacts to key estimates and judgements used in these financial 
statements, including:

• Investment property valuations being materially adjusted as at 31 March 2021, as detailed in note 3.3

• Decisions being made on capital management with regards to dividends, as detailed in note 5.2(c)

•  Exposures to, and the policies and procedures for, managing financial risks changing, as detailed in 
note 6.0

1.4 General Accounting Policies
(a) Consolidation
The Group Financial Statements are prepared by consolidating the financial statements of all the entities 
that comprise the Group, being the Company and its subsidiaries, where all intercompany transactions 
and balances are eliminated. 

(i) Subsidiaries
  Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Group. Control exists when the Group has the power to 

govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities. The 
financial statements of subsidiaries are included in the Group financials statements from the date 
that control commences until the date that control ceases. A list of subsidiaries appears in note 4.2 of 
the financial statements.

(ii)  Business Combinations
  Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method as at the acquisition date, 

which is the date on which control is transferred to the Group.

(iii) Investment in Equity Accounted Associates
  Associates are those entities in which the Group has significant influence, but no control over the 

financial and operating policies. Associates are accounted for using the equity method (equity 
accounted investees). The consolidated income statement includes the Group’s share of the income 
and expenses of equity accounted investees, after adjustments to align the accounting policies with 
those of the Group, from the date that significant influence commences until the date that significant 
influence ceases.

(b) Foreign Currency Translation

(i) Foreign Currency Transactions
  Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the average rates 

for the period. At each balance sheet date, monetary assets and liabilities that are denominated in 
foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing on the balance sheet date. Non-monetary 
assets and liabilities that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are not 
retranslated.

  Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items, and on the retranslation of 
monetary items, are included in the Group Income Statement for the year.

(ii)  Foreign Operations
  On consolidation, the assets and liabilities of the Group’s overseas operations are translated at 

exchange rates prevailing at the reporting date. Income and expense items are translated at the 
average rates for the period. Exchange differences arising, if any, are recognised in the foreign 
currency translation reserve and recognised in the Group Income Statement on disposal of the 
foreign operation.
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(c) Non-Derivative Financial Instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are recognised when a Group entity becomes a party to the contractual 
provisions of the instruments. Non-derivative financial instruments comprise investments in equity 
securities, cash and cash equivalents, short term deposits, trade and other receivables, other debt 
instruments, loans and borrowings, and trade and other payables. The carrying value of the financial 
instruments approximates fair value. There are no financial instruments measured at fair value in the 
Balance Sheet.

(i) Financial Assets and Liabilities
 Financial assets and liabilities are classified into the following specified categories: 

  The Group categorises Cash and Cash Equivalents (note 3.4.1), Trade Receivables (note 3.4.2), Short 
Term Deposits (note 4.3.1) and Other Financial Assets (note 4.3.2) as financial assets. Financial assets 
are derecognised if the Group’s contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial assets expire or 
if the Group transfers the financial asset to another party without retaining control or substantially all 
the risks and rewards of the asset. 

  The Group categorise Trade and Other Payables (note 3.4.5) as financial liabilities. Financial liabilities 
are derecognised if the Group’s obligations specified in the contract expire or are discharged or 
cancelled.

a) Financial Assets and Liabilities – At Fair Value Through Profit or Loss
   Financial assets and liabilities are classified as Fair Value through Profit or Loss when they are 

either designated at fair value or are held for trading. The first classification includes any financial 
assets or liabilities that the Group designated on initial recognition as one to be measured at 
fair value, with fair value changes in the income statement. The second classification includes 
financial assets or liabilities that the Group holds for trading. The Group considers all financial 
assets or liabilities acquired or held for the purpose of selling in the short term or where there is a 
recent pattern of short-term profit taking as being held for trading.

   These financial assets or liabilities are stated at fair value, with any gains or losses arising on 
remeasurement recognised in the income statement. The net gain or loss recognised in the 
income statement incorporates any interest paid on the financial liability and is included in the 
‘other gains and losses’ line item. Fair value is determined in the manner described in note 1.3(b).

b) Financial Assets – At Amortised Cost
   Financial Assets (including short term deposits) are subsequently measured at amortised cost 

when they are held for collection of contractual cash flows where, those cash flows represent 
solely payments of principal and interest. Interest income from these financial assets is 
included in finance income using the effective interest rate method. Any gain or loss arising 
on derecognition is recognised directly in the income statement and presented in other gains/
(losses) together with foreign exchange gains and losses. Impairment losses are presented as a 
separate line item in the income statement.

c)  Financial Liabilities – At Amortised Cost
   Financial liabilities (including borrowings and trade and other payables) are subsequently 

measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. The effective interest method 
is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial liability and of allocating interest 
expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts 
estimated future cash payments (including all fees and points paid or received that form an 
integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and other premiums or discounts) 
through the expected life of the financial liability, or (where appropriate) a shorter period, to the 
net carrying amount on initial recognition.

(d) Leases
 The Group assesses at contract inception whether a contract is, or contains, a lease. That is,  
if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in  
exchange for consideration.

(i) Group as a Lessee
  The Group applies a single recognition and measurement approach for all leases, except for  

short-term leases and leases of low-value assets. The Group recognises lease liabilities to make 
lease payments and Right-of-Use Assets representing the right to use the underlying assets.
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 (ii) Right-of-Use Assets

  The Group recognises Right-of-Use Assets at the commencement date of the lease (i.e. the date the 
underlying asset is available for use). Right-of-Use Assets are measured at cost, less any accumulated 
depreciation and impairment losses, and adjusted for any remeasurement of lease liabilities. The cost 
of Right-of-Use Assets includes the amount of lease liabilities recognised, initial direct costs incurred, 
and lease payments made at or before the commencement date less any lease incentives received. 
Right-of-Use Assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the shorter of the lease term and the 
estimated useful lives of the assets is between 3 to 50 years. The Right-of-Use Assets are also subject 
to impairment.

(iii) Lease Liabilities
  At the commencement date of the lease, the Group recognises a lease liability measured at the 

present value of the lease payments to be made over the lease term. The lease payments include 
fixed payments less any lease incentives receivable, variable lease payments that depend on an index 
or a rate, and amounts expected to be paid under residual value guarantees. The lease payments also 
include the exercise price of a purchase option reasonably certain to be exercised by the Group and 
payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term reflects the Group exercising the 
option to terminate. Variable lease payments that do not depend on an index or a rate are recognised 
as expenses (unless they are incurred to produce inventories) in the period in which the event or 
condition that triggers the payment occurs.

  In calculating the present value of lease payments, the Group uses its incremental borrowing 
rate at the lease commencement date because the interest rate implicit in the lease is not readily 
determinable. After the commencement date, the amount of lease liabilities is increased to reflect 
the accretion of interest and reduced for the lease payments made. In addition, the carrying amount 
of lease liabilities is remeasured if there is a modification, a change in the lease term, a change in 
the lease payments (e.g. changes to future payments resulting from a change in an index or rate 
used to determine such lease payments) or a change in the assessment of an option to purchase the 
underlying asset.

(iv) Short-Term Leases and Leases of Low-Value Assets
  The Group applies the short-term lease recognition exemption to its short-term leases of buildings 

and property (i.e. those leases that have a lease term of 12 months or less from the commencement 
date and do not contain a purchase option). It also applies the lease of low-value assets recognition 
exemption to leases of office equipment that is considered to be low value. Lease payments on short-
term leases and leases of low value assets are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over 
the lease term. The Group does not carry short term leases as at the date of statement of financial 
position.

(v) The Group as Lessor
  Leases in which the Group does not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to 

ownership of an asset are classified as operating leases. Rental income arising is accounted for on a 
straight-line basis over the lease terms and is included in revenue in the statement of profit or loss 
due to its operating nature. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging an operating 
lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognised over the lease term on the 
same basis as rental income. Contingent or variable rents are recognised as revenue in the period in 
which they are earned.

(e) Profit and Loss from Discontinued Operations
A discontinued operation is a component of the Group that either has been disposed of, or is classified 
as held-for-sale. Profit or loss from discontinued operations comprises the post-tax profit or loss of 
discontinued operations and the post-tax gain or loss recognised on the measurement to fair value less 
costs to sell or on the disposal group(s) constituting the discontinued operation (see also note 8.0).

(f) New Standards and Interpretations Not Yet Adopted
There are no standards or amendments that have been issued but are not yet effective that are expected 
to have a significant impact on the Group. 

The Group has not adopted, and currently does not anticipate adopting, any standards prior to their 
effective dates. 
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2.0 Performance
2.1 Revenue from Contracts with Customers

(a) Revenue Recognition
Revenue comprises the fair value of the consideration received or receivable for the sale of goods and 
services net of Goods and Services Tax (GST), rebates and discounts and after eliminating sales between 
Group entities. 

Revenue from external customers comes from the sale of tourism activities, gaming, food and beverage, 
accommodation, and retail (see note 2.1b). 

(i) Sale of Goods and Services
  Sale of goods and services, including tourism activities, accommodation income, retail and food and 

beverage, are recognised in accordance with NZ IFRS 15. Revenue is recognised when the Group’s 
performance obligation is satisfied and control is transferred to the customer. 

  With respect to service type transactions such as a tourism activity or a night’s accommodation, the 
Group has a performance obligation to make an asset available for use, which requires revenue to 
be recognised over a period of time. Generally the Groups customer simultaneously receives and 
consumes the benefit of the service being provided, therefore practically revenue is recognised at the 
date of payment. For annual gondola or mountain bike passes or mountain bike uplift passes, where 
the holder of the pass is entitled to unlimited use of the gondola for the validity period of that pass, 
usually the earlier of twelve months or until all uplifts are used, revenue is recognised on a straight 
line basis over the validity period. 

  With respect to sale of goods transactions such as food and beverage retail, merchandise and 
consumer goods retail and commission sales, the promised goods are transferred to the customer 
immediately. As such revenue is recognised at the point of sale. 

 Sale of goods and services are usually in cash, by credit card, ePayments or charged to an account.

(ii) Gaming Revenue
  Gaming revenues are the net aggregate of gaming wins and losses as these cash flows are items 

in which turnover is quick, the amounts are large and the maturity is short. Gaming revenue is 
recognised on an accruals basis. Gaming revenue is recognised as the net gaming win/losses received 
less gaming revenue received that represents a commitment to future jackpot payouts. Contributions 
from casino patrons to future jackpot payouts are recognised as a contract liability.

  Where there is a requirement to provide future goods and services as part of a sales transaction 
under the casino specific loyalty programme, the revenue relating to the sales transaction is split 
between the original sale and the future provision of goods and services. A deferral is made for the 
future portion of the supply and transferred to revenue as this is provided.

(iii) Financing Components 
  The Group does not expect to have any contracts where the period between the transfer of the 

promised goods or services to the customer and payment by the customer exceeds one year. As a 
consequence, the Group does not adjust any of the transaction prices for the time value of money.

(b) Disaggregation of Revenue from Contracts with Customers
  The Group derives revenue from the transfer of goods and services over time and at a point in time  

in the following major product lines and geographical regions (identified through Segment 
Reporting at note 2.4): 
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2021  
$’000 Tourism Gaming

Property 
Investment Other Total

NZ SNG RoK CAD NZ NZ NZ NZ

Segment Revenue 35,813 6,044 10,332 3,165 45,924 - 11,733 113,011

Inter-Segment Revenue - - - - - - (9,646) (9,646)

Revenue from External 
Customers

35,813 6,044 10,332 3,165 45,924 - 2,087 103,365

Timing of Revenue 
Recognition:

   At a Point in Time 9,551 359 776 109 45,061 - 158 56,014

   Over Time 26,262 5,685 9,556 3,056 863 - 1,929 47,351

35,813 6,044 10,332 3,165 45,924 - 2,087 103,365

Plus Reconciling Items:

   Rental – Commercial - - - - - 4,333 - 4,333

   Rental – Other 319 60 - - - - 1,329 1,708

Total (note 2.4) 36,132 6,104 10,332 3,165 45,924 4,333 3,416 109,406

2020  
$’000 Tourism Gaming

Property 
Investment Other Total

Continuing Operations NZ SNG RoK CAD NZ NZ NZ NZ

Segment Revenue 90,864 21,264 13,270 5,190 59,017 - 22,107 211,712

Inter-Segment Revenue - - - - - - (15,669) (15,669)

Revenue from External 
Customers 90,864 21,264 13,270 5,190 59,017 - 6,438 196,043

Timing of Revenue 
Recognition:

   At a Point in Time 36,157 1,367 1,144 141 57,415 - 1,009 97,233

   Over Time 54,707 19,897 12,126 5,049 1,602 - 5,429 98,810

90,864 21,264 13,270 5,190 59,017 - 6,438 196,043

Plus Reconciling Items:

   Rental – Commercial - - - - - 7,852 - 7,852

   Rental – Other 458 78 - - - - 1,792 2,328

Total (note 2.4) 91,322 21,342 13,270 5,190 59,017 7,852 8,230 206,223

Discontinued Operations

Segment Revenue 13,022 - - - - - - 13,022

Inter-Segment Revenue - - - - - - - -

Revenue from External 
Customers 13,022 - - - - - - 13,022

Timing of Revenue 
Recognition:

   At a Point in Time 866 - - - - - - 866

   Over Time 12,156 - - - - - - 12,156

13,022 - - - - - - 13,022

Plus Reconciling Items:

   Rental – Other 244 - - - - - - 244

Total 13,266 - - - - - - 13,266

All other segments include the provision of accommodation, leasing of helicopter assets, and the 
ownership of shares for investment purposes as outlined in the segment note 2.4. 
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2.2 Other Income and Expense Items
This note provides a breakdown of the items included in Other Income, Finance Income and Costs and 
an analysis of expenses by nature. Information about specific income statement items (such as gains and 
losses in relation to financial instruments) are disclosed in the related balance sheet notes.

(a) Other Income

Other Income Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Operating Lease – Investment Property (i) 4,333 7,530

Operating Lease – Variable Rate (ii) 1,317 1,777

Other Rental Income (iii) 391 873

Government Subsidies (iv) 11,425 480

Foreign Currency Translation Gains 12 1,615

Other Income 253 362

Total Other Income 17,731 12,637

(i) Operating Lease – Investment Property
  Income from operating leases – investment property is derived from the leasing of investment 

property as outlined in note 3.3 and is recorded net of any incentives given to lessees. Income is 
recognised on a straight line basis over the period of the lease. The Group has determined that it 
retains all significant risks and rewards of ownership of these properties and assets and has  
therefore classified the leases as operating leases.

  The contractual future minimum investment property operating lease income to be received on 
properties owned by the Group at balance date is as follows:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Within One Year 4,595 5,201

Between One and Two Years 2,910 4,463

Between Two and Three Years 2,106 2,832

Between Three and Four Years 1,377 2,052

Between Four and Five Years 1,256 1,232

Later than Five Years 2,463 3,821

Investment Property Operating Lease Income 14,707 19,601

(ii) Operating Leases – Variable Rate
  Income from operating leases – variable rate is derived from the leasing of helicopter assets as 

outlined in note 3.1(c). The lease income derived is based on the number of hours flown. The lease 
income from these assets is therefore variable. How the Group manages its risks relating to this 
operation is outlined in note 6.0.

(iii) Other Rental Income
  Other rental income is derived from the lease or sublease of operating areas that do not form part 

of the Group’s core operations such as roof space for the installation of aerials and antennas, excess 
office space due to seasonal requirements, or surplus land for complementary third party products 
where there is no current business case for that land that meets internal rate of return requirements. 

(iv) Government Subsidies
  Government subsidies were received as part of wage subsidy programs (New Zealand, Singapore and 

the Republic of Korea) and Strategic Tourism Asset Protection Programme (New Zealand). There are 
no unfulfilled conditions or other contingencies attached to these grants. The Group did not benefit 
directly from any other forms of government assistance.
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(b) Finance Income 

Interest Income Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Interest Income – Bank Deposits (i) 113 315

Interest Income – Other (i) 5 112

Total Interest Income 118 427

(i) Interest Income
  Interest income is derived from financial assets held for cash management purposes and is 

recognised as income on a time-proportionate basis using the effective interest method.

(c) Expense Items
Profit before income tax includes the following specific expenses items:

Operating Expenses Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Operating Lease Costs 3.6 & 2.2(c)(i) 798 4,571

Bad Debts and Expected Credit Loss 3.4.2 (293) 5

Foreign Exchange Losses 2,507 16

Loss on the Disposal of Property, Plant & Equipment 34 2,261*

Remuneration of Auditors

Audit Fees for Financial Statement Audit 158 134

Audit Fees Paid to Other Auditors of the Group 53 53

Total Remuneration of Auditor 211 187

Interest and Finance Costs

Interest Expense – Bank Borrowings 136 453

Interest Expense – Lease Liability 325 357

Interest Expense – Other 262 82

Total Interest and Finance Costs 723 892

Donations

Donation Christchurch Casino Charitable Trust 308 317

Donations Other 29 73

Total Donations 337 390

* In the year ended 31 March 2020, the Group terminated the development of the Alpine Coaster operation on Sentosa Island, 
Singapore. This resulted in a loss on disposal of PP&E of $2,261,000.

(i) Rental and Operating Lease Expense
  Short-term lease expenses, leases of low-value assets and variable lease expenses that are not 

included in the measurement of the lease liabilities are classified as operating expenses.
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2.3 Taxation
(a) Current and Deferred Income Tax
The income tax expense for the year is the tax payable on the current year’s taxable income based on the 
income tax rate for each jurisdiction adjusted by changes in deferred tax assets and liabilities attributable 
to temporary differences between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the 
Group Financial Statements. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognised for temporary differences at the tax rates expected to 
apply when the assets are recovered or liabilities are settled, based on these tax rates which are enacted 
or substantively enacted for each jurisdiction. The relevant tax rates are applied to the cumulative 
amounts of deductible and taxable temporary differences to measure the deferred tax asset or liability. 
An exception is made for certain temporary differences arising from the initial recognition of an asset or 
liability. No deferred tax asset or liability is recognised in relation to these temporary differences if they 
arose as a result of a transaction, other than a business combination, that at the time of the transaction 
did not affect either accounting profit or taxable income. 

Deferred tax assets are recognised for deductible temporary differences and unused tax losses only if it is 
probable that future taxable amounts will be available to utilise those temporary differences and losses.

Current and deferred tax balances attributable to amounts that have been recognised directly in equity, 
are also taken directly to equity.

(b) Goods and Services Tax
All amounts are shown exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST), except for receivables and payables 
that are stated inclusive of GST.

Critical Estimates and Assumptions
The Group is subject to income taxes in four jurisdictions. Significant judgement is required in 
determining the worldwide provision for income taxes. There are many transactions and calculations 
for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain during the ordinary course of business. The Group 
recognises liabilities for anticipated tax audit issues based on estimates of whether additional taxes will 
be due. Where the final tax outcome of these matters is different from the amounts that were initially 
recorded, such differences will impact the current and deferred income tax assets and liabilities in the 
period in which such determination is made.

As part of the assistance package offered by the New Zealand Government on 25 March 2020, 
depreciation allowances have been re-introduced for commercial building structures effective from  
1 April 2020. In the prior year this change had a deferred tax impact of $5,315,000 for all buildings that 
are not treated on a held-for-sale basis. In the current year, an adjustment of $(1,460,000) was made as 
a result of a change in interpretation of the application of NZ IAS 12 Income Taxes. The net deferred tax 
impact is $3,855,000. 
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2.3.1 Taxation – Group Income Statement

(a) Income Tax Expense 2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Current Tax Expense

Current Tax 9,703 20,724

Adjustments for Prior Year Estimates - 35

9,703 20,759

Deferred Tax Expense

Origination and Reversal of Temporary Differences 1,209 (10,684)

Adjustments for Prior Year Estimates (145) 88

1,064 (10,596)

Total Income Tax Expense 10,767 10,163

Income Tax Expense is attributable to:

Continuing Operations 10,767 10,126

Discontinued Operations - 37

10,767 10,163

(b) Reconciliation of Effective Tax Rate 2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Profit for the Year after Tax Continuing Operations 56,743 13,591

Loss for the Year after Tax Discontinued Operations - (3,552)

Total Income Tax Expense 10,767 10,163

Profit Before Income Tax 67,510 20,202

Deferred Tax Expense

Origination and Reversal of Temporary Differences 1,209 (10,684)

Adjustments for Prior Year Estimates (145) 88

1,064 (10,596)

Total Income Tax Expense 10,767 10,163

Income Tax Expense is attributable to:

Continuing Operations 10,767 10,126

Discontinued Operations - 37

10,767 10,163

Income Tax using Company’s Domestic Tax Rate of 28% (2020: 28%) 18,902 5,657

Effect of tax rates in foreign jurisdictions 144 (852)

Tax assessable equity accounted investee income (367) 326

Tax exempt income (10,537) (967)

Non-deductible expenses 1,330 10,608

Utilisation of tax losses not previously recognised in DTA - (252)

Deferred tax impact of reinstatement of building depreciation 1,460 (5,315)

Deductible loss on disposal of investment property asset (20) (119)

Deferred tax impact on sale of Totally Tourism Group - 954

Under/(over) provided in prior periods (145) 123

Total Income Tax Expense 10,767 10,163
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2.3.2 Taxation – Group Balance Sheet

(a) Deferred Taxation

(i) Deferred Tax Liabilities

$’000 PP&E
Investment 

Property
Intangible 

Assets Provisions Other Total

Balance 1 April 2019 14,367 1,370 1,026 115 - 16,878

Charged/(credited) to income 
statement

(7,394) 91 (733) (115) - (8,151)

Balance 31 March 2020 6,973 1,461 293 - - 8,727

Charged/(credited) to income 
statement

506 230 24 257 - 1,017

Balance 31 March 2021 7,479 1,691 317 257 - 9,744

(ii) Deferred Tax Assets

$’000 PP&E
Investment 

Property
Intangible 

Assets Provisions Other Total

Balance 1 April 2019 - - - 1,114 237 1,351

(Charged)/credited to income 
statement

1,767 - - 192 487 2,446

Balance 31 March 2020 1,767 - - 1,306 724 3,797

(Charged)/credited to  
income statement

(92) - - (130) 175 (47)

Balance 31 March 2021 1,675 - - 1,176 899 3,750

(b) Current Tax Liability 2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Opening Balance 6,536 6,072

Current Tax 9,703 20,759

Tax Paid (12,243) (20,295)

Closing Balance 3,996 6,536

2.3.3 Taxation Imputation Credits

 
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Imputation credits available for use in subsequent accounting periods 119,528 110,472
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2.4 Segment Reporting
A segment is a component of the Group that engages in business activities which earns revenue and 
incurs expenses and for which the chief operating decision maker (CODM) reviews the operating results 
on a regular basis and makes decisions on resource allocation. The Group has determined its CODM to be 
the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officers. 

The Group is organised into the following reportable operating segments, which are the Group’s strategic 
business units. The strategic business units offer different products and services and are managed 
separately because they require different technology and marketing strategies.

(i) Tourism Operations
  Includes the gondola, Luge, related food & beverage sales at all relevant operating sites, aviation and 

marine activities. 

(ii) Property Investment
 Includes the ownership and rental of properties classified as investment property.

(iii) Casino Operations
 Includes gaming food and beverage sales at the Christchurch Casino.

(iv) Other Operations
  Include the provision of accommodation, the ownership of shares for investment purposes,  

and the leasing of helicopter assets. 

None of these segments meet any of the quantitative thresholds for determining reportable segments 
in 2021 and 2020.

(a) Operational Segments 

  Tourism  
Operations

Property 
Investment 
Operations

Casino Opera-
tion

All Other  
Segments Total

$’000 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020

Revenue from  
External Customers 55,732 131,123 4,333 7,852 45,924 59,017 3,417 8,230 109,406 206,223

Wages 18,916 30,029 - - 14,718 21,227 6,388 7,370 40,022 58,626

Cost of Sales 2,948 10,262 - - 1,413 2,766 148 413 4,509 13,441

Operating Profit 6,883 50,974 3,321 6,079 16,559 12,122 (4,945) (3,462) 21,818 65,713

Plus\(Less)  
Other Reconciling Items

11,690 2,457

Plus Investment Property 
Revaluation

36,402 (36,443)

Less Impairment of 
Property, Plant & 
Equipment

(2,867) (6,311)

Less Impairment of 
Goodwill

- (150)

Less Net Financing Costs (605) (465)

Plus Revenue from 
Associates

1,072  (1,084)

Less Tax (10,767) (10,126)

Profit for the Year 56,743 13,591

Capital Expenditure 33,979 18,819 16,339 3,142 1,048 2,793 1,121 2,064 52,487 26,818

Segment Assets 176,054 181,415 185,098 133,869 132,807 129,476 23,502 26,131 517,461 470,891

 Performance is measured based on segment operating profit before income tax. Segment operating 
profit is used to measure performance as management believes that such information is the most 
relevant in evaluating the results of certain segments relative to other entities that operate within  
these industries.
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 Other information provided is measured in a manner consistent with that in the financial statements.

 Significant annual charges such as depreciation on the portion of operating assets revalued to fair  
value on acquisition and amortisation on licences and concessions have been excluded from the 
segment disclosures to reflect underlying segment operating performance.

(b) Geographical Segments
The Tourism Operations segment is managed on a worldwide basis, but operates tourism operation 
sites in New Zealand, Singapore, Canada, the Republic of Korea and the United Kingdom. In presenting 
information on the basis of geographical segments, segment revenue is based on the geographical 
location of customers. Segment assets are based on the geographical location of the assets.

New Zealand Singapore
The Republic  

of Korea United Kingdom Canada

$’000 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020

Total 
Segment 
Revenue 89,866 166,499 6,044 21,264 10,332 13,270 - - 3,164 5,190

Segment 
Assets 422,039 397,633 19,169 26,947 71,971 39,144 613 166 3,669 7,000

2.5 Earnings per Share
Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing the profit attributable to Shareholders of the company 
by the weighted average number of ordinary shares on issue during the year, excluding shares held as 
treasury stock. Diluted earnings per share assume conversion of all dilutive potential ordinary shares in 
determining the denominator. 

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Total Net Profit Attributable to Ordinary Shareholders 56,743 10,039

Made up from:

Net Profit from Continued Operations 56,743 13,591

Net Loss from Discontinued Operations - (3,552)

Weighted Average Number of Ordinary and Diluted Shares 34,137,379 34,137,379

$ $

Total Earnings Per Share – Ordinary and Diluted 1.66 0.30

Made up from:

Continued Operations 1.66 0.40

Discontinued Operations - (0.10)
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3.0 Operating Assets and Liabilities
3.1 Property, Plant & Equipment
Items of Property, Plant & Equipment are measured at cost, less accumulated depreciation and 
impairment adjustments. Cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of 
the Property, Plant & Equipment. The cost of self-constructed assets includes the cost of materials and 
direct labour, any other costs directly attributable to bringing the asset to a working condition, as well 
as the costs of dismantling and removing the items and restoring the site on which they are located. 
Purchased software that is integral to the functionality of the related equipment is capitalised as part of 
that equipment. 

When parts of an item of Property, Plant & Equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for 
as separate items (major components) of Property, Plant & Equipment.

The cost of replacing part of an item of Property, Plant & Equipment is recognised in the carrying amount 
of the item if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied within the part will flow to the 
Group and its cost can be measured reliably. The costs of the day-to-day servicing of Property, Plant & 
Equipment are recognised in the Group Income Statement as incurred. 

(a) Depreciation
Property, Plant & Equipment are depreciated on a straight line and diminishing value basis so to 
appropriately allocate the costs of assets over their estimated useful lives. Land is not depreciated.

The estimated useful lives for the current and comparative periods are as follows:

Buildings
Motor Vehicles  
Furniture & Fittings
Gaming Tables, Machines & Equipment

12.5 - 50 Years  
6 - 8 Years  
4 - 25 Years
5 - 25 Years 

Gondolas & Cableways Plant 
& Equipment
Aircraft 
Pooled Items of Plant & Equipment

9 - 20 Years  
4 - 25 Years 
5 - 20 Years 
3 - 4 Years

(b) Impairment
Assets are reviewed at each balance sheet date for impairment whenever events or changes in 
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. If an indication of impairment 
exists, then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated. For an asset that does not generate largely 
independent cash flows, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to which the 
asset belongs. 

An impairment loss is recognised whenever the carrying amount of the asset or its cash-generating unit 
exceeds its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognised in the Group Income Statement. 

(c) Property, Plant & Equipment Subject to Operating Leases
In the prior year, the carrying value of Aircraft & Vessels category was made up of helicopter assets that 
are leased to a third party and are accounted for in accordance with the Group as lessor accounting 
policy (note 1.4(d)v).

Critical Estimates and Assumptions
At each balance date, the useful lives and residual values of Property, Plant & Equipment are reviewed. 
Assessing the appropriateness of useful life and residual value estimates of Property, Plant & Equipment 
requires a number of factors to be considered such as the physical condition of the asset, expected 
period of use of the asset by the Group, and expected disposal proceeds from the future sale of the asset.

An incorrect estimate of the useful life or residual value will impact on the depreciable amount of an 
asset, therefore impacting on the depreciation expense recognised in the Group Income Statement 
and the carrying amount of the asset in the Group Balance Sheet. The Group minimises the risk of 
this estimation uncertainty by physical inspection of assets, asset replacement programs and analysis 
of Inland Revenue maximum allowable rates. The Group has not made significant changes to past 
assumptions concerning useful lives and residual values.
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The fair value of Property, Plant & Equipment on a business combination is determined using a 
combination of market comparisons and the depreciated replacement cost approach. These approaches 
include estimations and assumptions regarding useful lives, residual values, maintenance and technical 
obsolescence. The estimations and assumptions used are subjective in nature and can have a significant 
impact on their fair value determined.

In accordance with the Group’s impairment policy, the assets of the Group were reviewed for impairment 
given the impact of COVID-19. The review completed required estimations and assumptions about future 
uncertain events to be used. 

An impairment loss of $2,867,000 was recognised in the Income Statement and through Property, Plant 
& Equipment on Canadian Property, Plant & Equipment in relation to Skyline Luge Calgary business unit. 
The recoverable amount of the cash generating unit is equal to the higher of the value in use or the 
market value. An estimated value in use of $1,206,000 was used as the recoverable amount. The value in 
use calculation was based on a twelve year cashflow projection using managements current budgets and 
average historical results and ratios achieved. Given the impacts of COVID-19 and the long term forecasts 
used there is significant uncertainty regarding future trading performance of the Skyline Luge Calgary 
business unit. 

The assumed per annum sales growth rate is 1%. The growth rate does not exceed the long term average 
growth rate of the business.

The discount rate used was 15.29%. The discount rate is pre-tax and reflects specific risks to the relevant 
operating segment and was determined based on management’s assessments. These assumptions are 
consistent with past experience adjusted for economic indicators. 

The Group fair value calculation is determine based on a range of unobservable inputs, which meet the 
definition of Level 3 valuation techniques as outlined in note 1.3(b) as one of more of the significant 
inputs are not based on observable market data. 

Below sets out a sensitivity analysis on the movement in the impairment from the base case of 
$2,867,000 with a general increase or decrease of 10% for key unobservable inputs –

$’000 Movement Adjusted Impairment

Input Plus 10% Less 10% Plus 10% Less 10%

Year 1 Sales 783,000 (783,000) 3,649,000 2,085,000

Growth Assumptions (83,000) (161,000) 2,706,000 2,784,000

Year 1 Direct Costs 337,000 (577,000) 3,204,000 2,290,000

Year 1 Indirect Costs 200,000 (444,000) 3,067,000 2,423,000

Discount Rate (46,000) (206,000) 2,821,000 2,660,000

In relation to all other assets subject to impairment testing, based on calculations completed in the 
current year to estimate recoverable amount of the cash generating units for the purpose of impairment 
testing, there is sufficient headroom between the value in use calculation and the carrying value of the 
remaining assets, where significant changes in the underlying assumptions used would not require an 
impairment. There were no assets requiring impairment as part of the review. 

In the prior year, an impairment loss of $6,310,642 was recognised in the Income Statement and through 
Property, Plant & Equipment on helicopter assets available for lease. The estimated market value of 
$12,953,125 was used as the recoverable amount. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, there were significant 
material uncertainties regarding the market value assessment.

The closing work in progress balance includes the value of the share capital investment in Osiria Thema 
Park PFV Co of $2,587,000. Under the terms of the investment agreement in Osiria Thema Park PFV Co, 
the Group determined the definition of an equity investment was not met as the Group does not have a 
residual interest in the assets of the entity on wind up. The Group has classified the investment as Korean 
Property, Plant & Equipment – Work in Progress. This classification is on the basis that the Group has the 
right under the investment agreement to direct the paid in share capital towards land improvements 
specifically related to the Group operations in Busan, in the Republic of Korea. 
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Total Group Property, Plant & Equipment are as follows:

$’000 

Land & 
Improvements 

(at Cost) 
Buildings 
(at Cost) 

Furniture & 
Fittings (at 

Cost) 

Plant & 
Equipment 

(at Cost) 

Aircraft & 
Vessels  

(at Cost) 

Canadian 
Plant & 

Equipment 
(at Cost) 

Singapore 
Plant & 

Equipment 
(at Cost) 

Korea
Plant &

Equipment 
(at Cost) 

UK Plant & 
Equipment 

(at Cost) 

Capital 
Work in 

Progress (at 
Cost) Total

2021

Gross carrying 
amount  
Balance at  
1 April 2020 22,861 71,968 9,373 53,697 26,671 15,026 29,052 27,658 22 26,784 283,115

Additions 238 266 148 1,290 426 52 99 991 - 32,149 35,659

Disposals - (63) (1,747) (1,232) - - - (13) - (17) (3,072)

Reclassification 
as held-for-sale - - - - (27,097) - - - - - (27,097)

Net foreign 
currency 
exchanges - - - - - (254) (1,406) (1,879) - (292) (3,831)

Transfers - 111 4 373 - - - 4,301 - (4,789) -

Balance at  
31 March 2021 23,100 72,282 7,778 54,129 - 14,824 27,745 31,058 22 53,835 284,773

Accumulated 
Depreciation 
& Impairment
Balance at 
1 April 2020 (461) (14,455) (7,307) (34,221) (13,718) (9,319) (13,983) (4,336) - - (97,800)

Depreciation (56) (2,089) (414) (4,928) (1,616) (640) (2,139) (1,714) - - (13,596)

Impairment - - - - - (2,867) - - - - (2,867)

Disposal - 27 1,686 1,188 - - - - - - 2,900

Reclassification 
as held-for-sale - - - - 15,334 - - - - - 15,334

Balance at  
31 March 2021 (518) (16,516) (6,035) (37,962) - (12,826) (16,122) (6,050) - - (96,029)

Total Book 
Value 22,582 55,766 1,743 16,167 - 1,998 11,623 25,008 22 53,835 188,744

Refer to note 4.5 regarding Non-Current Assets reclassified as held-for-sale.
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3.2 Intangible Assets
(a) Licences and Concessions
Licences and concessions that are acquired by the Group and have finite useful lives are measured at cost 
less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.

Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it increases the future economic benefits embodied in 
the specific asset to which it relates. All other expenditure is recognised in profit or loss as incurred.

Licences are amortised on a straight-line basis in profit or loss over their estimated useful lives, from the 
date that they are available for use.

The estimated remaining useful lives for the current period is as follows:

Christchurch Casino Licence – Current Licence    13.58 years

Amortisation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each financial year-end and 
adjusted if appropriate.

$’000

Land & 
Improvements 

(at Cost) 
Buildings 
(at Cost) 

Furniture & 
Fittings (at 

Cost) 

Plant & 
Equipment 

(at Cost) 

Aircraft & 
Vessels  

(at Cost) 

Canadian 
Plant & 

Equipment 
(at Cost) 

Singapore 
Plant & 

Equipment 
(at Cost) 

Korea
Plant &

Equipment 
(at Cost) 

UK Plant & 
Equipment 

(at Cost) 

Capital 
Work in 

Progress (at 
Cost) Total

2020

Gross carrying 
amount  
Balance at  
1 April 2019 27,347 77,775 9,764 53,135 51,972 14,476 27,366 25,097 - 17,411 304,343

Additions 551 1,655 356 4,632 1,152 276 324 1,068 22 14,635 24,671

Disposals (5,046) (9,282) (934) (5,260) (26,453) (215) (161) - - (1,825) (49,176)

Net foreign 
currency 
exchanges - - - - - 462 1,304 1,494 - 14 3,273

Transfers 9 1,820 187 1,190 - 26 219 - - (3,451) -

Balance at  
31 March 2020 22,861 71,968 9,373 53,697 26,671 15,026 29,052 27,658 22 26,784 283,115

Accumulated 
Depreciation 
& Impairment
Balance at 
1 April 2019 (1,764) (16,068) (7,492) (32,700) (18,640) (8,922) (11,903) (2,824) - - (100,313)

Depreciation (57) (2,129) (475) (5,847) (2,841) (610) (2,187) (1,512) - - (15,658)

Impairment - - - - (6,311) - - - - (6,311)

Disposal 1,360 3,741 661 4,326 14,074 213 107 - - - 24,482

Balance at  
31 March 2020 (461) (14,455) (7,307) (34,221) (13,718) (9,319) (13,983) (4,336) - - (97,800)

Total Book 
Value 22,400 57,512 2,067 19,476 12,953 5,706 15,069 23,323 22 26,784 185,313
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(b) Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of an acquisition over the fair value of the Group’s share of the 
net identifiable assets of the acquired subsidiary at the date of acquisition. Goodwill on acquisitions of 
businesses is included in Intangible Assets. Goodwill acquired in business combinations is not amortised. 
Instead, goodwill is tested for impairment annually or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances 
indicate that it might be impaired, and is carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses.

Goodwill is allocated to Cash-Generating Units (CGU) for the purpose of impairment testing.

Critical Estimates and Assumptions
The Group tests annually whether goodwill has suffered any impairment in accordance with the 
accounting policy stated above. The recoverable amounts of CGU’s have been determined based 
on value in use calculations as outlined in the commentary to intangibles asset table below. These 
calculations require the use of estimates.

The goodwill balances with indefinite lives are allocated to the Group’s CGU’s as follows:

• Christchurch Casino Limited $53,948,000 (2020: $53,948,000).

Christchurch Casino Limited
The recoverable amount of the CGU is determined based on value in use calculations. These calculations 
apply a four year cash flow projection using management’s budgets, approved by Directors, which 
reflect the current operating conditions and trading performance of Christchurch Casino. To mitigate 
the impacts of COVID-19, a complete review of the business was conducted in April and May 2020. As 
a result of the review, significant operating and structural changes were made to adapt the business 
to the post COVID-19 operating and economic environment. The four year cash flow projection uses 
management’s current forecast budgets post the operating and structural changes. To the date, the 
actual trading performance of the business has met or exceeded managements internal forecasts. There 
remains uncertainty on future trading performance however based on current trading no impairment 
is indicated. The assumed per annum terminal growth rate is 1% (2020: 1%). The growth rate does not 
exceed the long term average growth rate of the business in which the CGU operates. 

The discount rate used in the current estimate of goodwill was 17.50% (2020: 15.28%). The discount rate 
is pre-tax and reflects specific risks to the relevant operating segment and is determined annually based 
on management’s assessments and independent advice. These assumptions are consistent with past 
experience adjusted for economic indicators. The increase in the discount rate compared to the prior year 
is due to an increase in the proxy risk free rate, and an increase in the debt to equity ratio and a higher 
risk profile to observable entities. 

On allocation of goodwill to the CGU for the purpose of impairment testing of the Christchurch Casino, 
the Group applied the renewed licence period, granted 1 April 2019, of 15 years to November 2034.

Based on calculations completed to allocate goodwill to cash generating units for the purpose of 
impairment testing, there is sufficient headroom between the value in use calculation and the carrying 
value of the remaining assets therefore no impairment is required. 

The value in use calculation is determined based on a range of unobservable inputs, which meet the 
definition of Level 3 valuation techniques as outlined in note 1.3(b) as more than one of the significant 
inputs are not based on observable market data. As a sensitivity analysis was completed, where 
significant changes in the underlying assumptions were made, which did not result in an impairment. 

(c) Computer Software
Costs associated with maintaining computer software pro grammes are recognised as an expense as 
incurred.

Acquired computer software licences are capitalised on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire and 
bring to use the specific software.
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Software development costs that are directly attributable to the design and testing of identifiable 
and unique software products controlled by the Group are recognised as intangible assets when the 
following criteria are met:

• it is technically feasible to complete the software products so that they will be available for use,

• management intends to complete the software products and use or sell them,

• there is an ability to use or sell the software product,

• it can be demonstrated how the software product will generate probable future economic benefits,

•  adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the development and to use or sell  
the software product are available, and

•  the expenditure attributable to the software product during its development can be  
reliably measured.

Directly attributable costs that are capitalised as part of the software product include the software 
development employee costs and an appropriate portion of relevant overheads.

Other development expenditure that does not meet these criteria are recognised as an expense as 
incurred. Development costs previously recognised as an expense are not recognised as an asset in a 
subsequent period.

 Computer software development costs recognised as assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over 
their estimated useful life once the computer software is available for use. The estimated useful life of 
computer software is currently between 4 and 15 years. 

(d) Work in Progress
 The Group recognises costs associated with creating intangible assets that are not yet completed but are 
expected to be completed as work in progress.

Total Group Intangible Assets are as follows: 

Goodwill
Licences and 
Concessions

Computer 
Software

Work In 
Progress Other

Total 
Intangibles

$’000 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020

Cost on 1 April 78,728 78,728 29,728 29,728 2,562 2,179 - 42 30 111,048 110,677

Additions - - - - 490 383 - - - 30 490 414

Disposals - - - - - - - (42) - - - (42)

Balance 31 March 78,728 78,728 29,728 29,728 3,052 2,562 - - 30 30 111,539 111,048

Amortisation/Impairment
on 1 April (24,780) (24,630) (29,728) (26,980) (761) (505) - - - - (55,269) (52,115)

Amortisation for the period - - - (2,748) (220) (256) - - - - (220) (3,004)

Impairment for the period - (150) - - - - - - - - - (150)

Balance 31 March (24,780) (24,780) (29,728) (29,728) (981) (761) - - - - (55,489) (55,269)

Carrying Amount  
Balance 31 March 53,948 53,948 - - 2,072 1,801 - - 30 30 56,050 55,780
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3.3 Investment Property
Investment property, which is property held to earn commercial rental, is stated at its fair value at the 
balance sheet date. On initial recognition, investment properties are measured at cost, including any 
directly attributable expenditure. Subsequent to initial recognition, investment properties are measured 
using the fair value model. Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of investment property 
are included in the Group Income Statement for the period in which they arise. 

Subsequent expenditure is charged to the asset’s carrying amount only when it is probable that future 
economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the Group and the cost of the item can be 
measured reliably. The fair value of investment property reflects the Directors’ assessment of the highest 
value of the best use of each property and amongst other things, rental income from current leases and 
assumptions about rental income from future leases in light of current market conditions. The fair value 
also reflects the cash outflows that could be expected in respect of the property.

No depreciation or amortisation is provided for on investment properties.

Gains or losses on the disposal of investment properties are recognised in the Group Income Statement 
in the period in which the risks and rewards of the investment property have been fully transferred to  
the purchaser.

Fair Value Measurement of Investment Property
The investment property assets total shown in the Group Balance Sheet and reconciled below have been 
valued at fair value, using Level 2 valuation techniques, totalling $184,565,000 (2020: $132,000,000). 
There were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 during the year. 

Investment Property
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Balance at 1 April 132,000 165,300

Additions from subsequent expenditure - 270

Sale of Investment Property Assets (175) -

Work in progress 16,338 2,872

Change in fair value 36,402 (36,443)

Total carrying amount 184,565 132,000

Critical Estimates and Assumptions   
The valuation of investment property requires estimation and judgement. The fair value of investment 
properties are determined from valuations prepared by independent valuers using Level 2 valuation 
techniques in the absence of current prices in an active market. The Level 2 valuation technique uses the 
observable rental and market values of the properties. A market yield is applied to the rental value to 
arrive at the gross property valuation. 

To determine the fair value of investment properties as at 31 March 2021 all properties were valued by 
the independent registered valuers Otago Valuations Limited trading as Colliers International. External 
valuers have been used, having appropriately recognised professional qualifications and experience in 
the location and category of property being valued. 

Impact of the COVID-19 global pandemic 
As at 31 March 2021, the Queenstown real estate market, to which the Group’s investment properties 
belong continue to be impacted by significant market uncertainty caused by the COVID-19 outbreak. 

The market uncertainty has affected key inputs, assumptions and processes used in the valuation of the 
Group’s investment properties, being:

• estimating the net income that a property can produce (income uncertainty), and 

•  converting that income to value by applying investment rates of return which are derived from 
analysis of recent market transactions (investment uncertainty). 
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Income Uncertainty 
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the income earning potential of the Group’s properties during 
the financial year. The Group leases commercial buildings to a range of businesses from where they 
conduct their operations. Restrictions imposed by the Government to combat the pandemic prevented 
certain businesses from operating out of their premises in the usual manner. In response, the Group 
offered the majority of tenants full rent forgiveness for the month of April 2020 and developed a cost 
sharing programme with affected tenants whereby the Group forgave a portion of the rent payable by 
the tenant. The percentage of rent forgiven and the duration of the forgiveness period was subject to 
negotiation between the Group and the tenant. This programme had a negative impact on the Group’s 
income for the year ending 31 March 2021. 

Future income may also be impacted as:

•  the underlying activity and profitability of many of the Group’s tenants have been affected by 
restrictions, which have prevented the population from socialising or accessing goods and services 
to the extent they could before the pandemic, although the combination of the Government’s 
pandemic management protocols and the eventual roll-out of an effective vaccination programme 
over time is expected to reduce the need for long-term restrictions, and therefore the need for 
further cost sharing measures of the same scale, and

•  border restrictions into New Zealand mean businesses that rely on travel and tourism will be 
particularly negatively impacted, 

Investment Uncertainty 
Valuation uncertainty has also arisen from an inactive property investment market. Investment market 
participants have not been able to conduct normal business activities during alert levels 3 and 4. 
Additionally travel restrictions prevent investors from physically inspecting assets and undertaking 
typical due diligence. An inactive market means a lack of transactional evidence demonstrating current 
market pricing. In these circumstances the only inputs and metrics available to reliably estimate fair value 
relate to the market before the event occurred and the impact of the event on prices cannot be known 
until the market stabilises. 

Valuation Uncertainty 
As a result of these income and investment uncertainties the Group’s valuers noted the difficulty in 
undertaking valuations at this time and, in the absence of relevant market evidence, they have adjusted 
valuation inputs and estimates to reflect the impact of the pandemic on investment property values. 
While these estimates have been formed by the valuers after careful consideration and consultation with 
a range of sources, it must be recognised that COVID-19 is a unique situation and critical events that 
could help determine the duration and depth of its impact were unknown at the date of valuation. 

The valuations of the Group’s investment properties as at 31 March 2021 have therefore been prepared 
on the basis of ‘valuation uncertainty’, which highlights the difficulties in undertaking valuations in the 
current environment. A ‘valuation uncertainty’ statement implies the valuation is current at the date of 
valuation only and that less certainty and a higher degree of caution should be attached to the valuation. 
In addition, the valuation should be kept under frequent review as the assessed value may change 
significantly and unexpectedly over a relatively short period of time. 

Impact on Values as at 31 March 2021
To reflect the impact of the pandemic on investment property value, the valuers have consider it 
appropriate to attach less weight to previous market evidence for comparison purposes, to inform 
opinions of value and have generally adopted softer valuation inputs including expanded capitalisation 
and discount rates, lower market rental levels and increased vacancy rates than those adopted prior to 
the pandemic. The valuers have also made deductions for the costs of estimated rent relief to tenants 
for occupancy disruption resulting from pandemic-related impacts. This is consistent with the approach 
taken for the valuations prepared as at 31 March 2020 although the quantum of the deductions is less as 
at 31 March 2021. At 31 March 2020 the valuers also expanded capitalisation and discount rates due to 
the greater market uncertainty. At 31 March 2021, capitalisation and discount rates contracted with the 
lesser uncertainty, however these are not back to pre-pandemic levels.

These estimates and assumptions have had a material impact on the value of the Group’s investment 
property. For the year ended 31 March 2021, the Group reported a fair value gain of $36.402 million. 
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Valuation Inputs 
A valuation is determined based on a range of inputs. These inputs are observable from transactional 
data that has taken place in similar market circumstances to that prevailing at the date of valuation.  
Refer to note 1.3(b) for further information on the fair value hierarchy. 

The Group’s investment property values contain observable inputs in determining fair value, where 
significant judgement is applied in determining the application of the input and a change to any one of 
these inputs could alter the fair value of an investment property. 

The impact of COVID-19 has been partially reversed and can be seen in the table below through the 
general strengthening in key observable inputs from 2020 to 2021. This strengthening is mainly evident 
through the capitalisation rate metrics, which have contracted (decreased), having an effect of increasing 
the fair value.

The table below sets out these key observable inputs and the ranges adopted by the valuers across the 
various properties.  

Retail and Offices 2021 2020

Queenstown New Zealand – Observable Rental Yields (%) 3.65% - 5.9% 3.72% - 5.47%

Queenstown New Zealand – Observable Market Rental Values ($/m2) $238  - $2,070 $275 - $2,000

Queenstown New Zealand – Observable Land Values ($/m2) $5,348 - $48,108 $5,348 - $48,108

Queenstown New Zealand – Market Capitalisation Rate 3.90% - 4.25% 4.25% - 5.50%

Valuation Uncertainties
The valuation of investment properties are complex with a number of interrelated key inputs and 
assumptions. 

Given the material uncertainty created by COVID-19, likely future movement in the fair value of 
investment properties is unknown. 

3.4 Working Capital
Working Capital represents the assets and liabilities the Group generates through its trading activity. The 
Group therefore defines working capital as cash, trade receivables and other assets, inventories and trade 
and other payables.

3.4.1 Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents of $42,311,120 (2020: $45,515,059) include cash on hand, deposits held at 
call with financial institutions and other short-term, highly-liquid investments with original maturities 
of three months or less, that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and that are subject to 
insignificant risk of changes in value. 

3.4.2 Trade Receivables And Other Assets

Trade receivables are amounts due from customers for goods sold or services performed in the ordinary 
course of business. They are generally due for settlement within 30 days and therefore are all classified 
as current. Trade receivables are initially recorded at the value of the invoice sent to the customer. The 
Group holds the trade receivables with the objective to collect the contractual cash flows and therefore 
measures them subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Details about the 
Group’s impairment policies and the calculation of the loss allowance are provided in note 6.2.1.

Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Trade Receivables (i) 2,400 2,922

Expected Credit Loss 6.2.1(a)(i) (63) (761)

Prepayments 1,212 2,044

Other (ii) 1,163 765

Total Receivables 4,712 4,970
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(i)  Trade receivables are shown gross of an expected credit loss as required under NZ IFRS 9. Due to the 
short term nature of the current trade receivables, the carrying amount is considered to be the same 
as the fair value. 

  Bad debts totalled $306,172 for the year (2020: $21,105), of which $297,741 of the prior year’s 
expected credit loss was utilised. 

(ii) Other assets are made up of various deposits paid. 

Impairment and Risk Exposure
Information about the impairment of trade receivables and other assets, their credit quality and the 
Group’s exposure to credit risk, foreign currency risk and interest rate risk can be found in note 6.0, 
including the impact of COVID-19. 

3.4.3 Assets and Liabilities Related to Contracts with Customers

Given the nature of the Group’s operations, no contracts are entered into with customers where the 
Group’s right to receive payment is conditional on the Group’s future performance or delivery of items 
within the underlying contract. Therefore there are no contract assets with customers.

The Group has recognised the following liabilities related to contracts with customers:

Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Contract Liabilities – Customer Loyalty Programme 461 514

Contract Liabilities – Annual and Uplift Passes 579 728

Contract Liabilities – Payments in Advance 307 144

Total Contract Liabilities (i) 1,347 1,386

(i) Revenue recognised in relation to contract liabilities
The following table shows how much of the revenue recognised in the current reporting period relates to 
carried-forward contract liabilities:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Revenue recognised that was included in the contract liability: 1,386 1,492

 Customer Loyalty Programme 514 535

 Annual Uplift Passes 728 591

 Payments in Advance 144 366

3.4.4 Inventories

Total inventories of $1,757,672 (2020: $1,807,294) are stated at the lower of cost, determined on a 
first-in first-out basis, or net realisable value. Inventories include food, liquor, souvenirs and other retail 
merchandise for resale. Some inventories are subject to retention of title clauses. 

3.4.5 Trade and Other Payables

Trade and other payable amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the Group prior 
to the end of the financial period, which are unpaid and include:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Trade Payables 9,803 11,176

Other Payables 161 208

Total Payables 9,964 11,384
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(a) Trade Payables
Trade payables are recognised at the value of the invoice received from a supplier. The carrying value of 
trade payables is considered to approximate fair value as the amounts are unsecured and are usually paid 
by the 20th of the following month.

(b) Other Payables
The Other Payables balance consists of value added taxes.

 3.5 Employee Entitlements
Employee benefits represent liabilities for employee services provided to the Group prior to the end of a 
financial period, which are unpaid and include:

(a) Wage and Salaries, Annual Leave and Sick Leave
Liabilities for wages and salaries, including non-monetary benefits and annual leave are recognised 
in employee benefits in respect of employees’ service up to the reporting date and are measured at 
the amounts expected to be paid when the labilities are settled. Liabilities for non-accumulating sick 
leave are recognised when the leave is taken and measured at the rates paid or payable. The liability for 
employee entitlements is carried at the present value of the estimated future cash flows. 

Employee entitlements include:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Liability for Annual Leave 2,464 3,062

Other Employee Entitlements 1,351 1,494

Total Employee Entitlements 3,815 4,556

3.6 Right-Of-Use of Assets and Lease Liabilities
This note provides information for leases where the Group is a lessee, further information about material 
lease contracts, including a maturity analysis is detailed in note 9.2.1. For leases where the Group is a 
lessor, see note 2.2(a).

(a) Amounts Recognised in the Balance Sheet
The balance sheet shows the following amounts relating to leases:

(i) Right-of-Use Assets

$’000 Buildings Equipment Land Total

2021

Opening Balance 1,250 285 9,984 11,519

Plus Additions – New Leases 318 53 - 371

Adjustments – Make Good Provision - - (86) (86)

Less Remeasurement (747) - - (747)

Less Depreciation (145) (121) (1,280) (1,546)

Plus Net Foreign Currency Exchanges (4) - (767) (771)

Balance as at the end of the year 672 217 7,851 8,740

 Right-of-Use Assets include:

 • buildings rented for office space and staff accommodation in offshore locations, 

 •  leased equipment where there is strategic benefit through leasing rather than direct ownership 
such as high turnover due to technological changes or servicing requirements, and

 • the underlying land, which is used for Group operations. 

The remeasurement to the Right-of-Use Assets (and the corresponding Lease Liability) during the 2021 
financial year were $746,920 because of a remeasurement due to the Christchurch Casino Limited’s decision 
not to exercise the option to renew the lease on their corporate office at Riverlands House come May 2021. 
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$’000 Buildings Equipment Land Total

2020

Opening Balance - - - -

Plus Recognised upon adoption  
of NZ IFRS 16

4,209 157 7,761 12,127

Plus Additions – New Leases - 228 - 228

Additions – Make Good Provision - - 2,575 2,575

Less Disposals (2,597) - (62) (747)

Less Depreciation (365) (100) (1,028) (1,493)

Plus Net Foreign Currency Exchanges 3 - (738) (741)

Balance as at the end of the year 1,250 285 9,984 11,519

(ii)  Lease Liabilities

Lease Liabilities
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Current Liabilities 966 759

Non-Current Liabilities 6,715 8,729

Total Lease Liabilities 7,681 9,488

 The maturity analysis is included in note 6.2(b) liquidity risk. 

 The movement in lease liabilities are as follows:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Opening Balance 9,488 -

Recognised upon adoption of NZ IFRS 16 - 12,127

Lease Liability Additions for the Year 371 228

Interest Expense for the Year 325 415

Payments during the Year (1,161) (1,430)

Reduction due to Remeasurement (810) (2,684)

Net Foreign Currency Exchanges (532) 832

Balance as at the end of the year 7,681 9,488

(b) Amounts Recognised in the Income Statement
The income statement shows the following amounts relating to leases:

Depreciation charge of Right-of-Use Assets
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Buildings 146 181

Equipment 121 100

Land 1,280 1,022

1,547 1,302

Interest expense (included in finance cost) 325 357

Expense relating to variable lease payments not included  
in lease liabilities (included in operating expenses) 708 4,343

Expense relating to low value assets not included in  
lease liabilities (included in operating expenses) 90 228

The total cash outflow for leases in 2021 was $1,958,000 (2020: $6,950,000).
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(c) The Group’s Leasing Activities and How These Are Accounted For
The Group leases include land, which is used for Group operations, office space and staff accommodation 
in offshore locations and a small amount of equipment, where there is strategic benefit through leasing 
rather than direct ownership. The operating lease for land and building assets are usually for an extended 
period and include extension options. The lease for staff accommodation are typically made for a fixed 
period of two years. Equipment leases vary but are usually for shorter period of less than four years. 

Lease terms are negotiated on an individual basis and contain a wide range of different terms and 
conditions. The lease agreements do not impose any covenants other than the security interests in the 
leased assets that are held by the lessor. Leased assets may not be used as security for borrowing purposes.

Assets and liabilities arising from a lease are initially measured on a present value basis. Lease liabilities 
include the net present value of the following lease payments: 

• fixed payments (including in-substance fixed payments), less any lease incentives receivable, 

•  variable lease payment that are based on an index or a rate, initially measured using the index or rate 
as at the commencement date,

•  amounts expected to be payable by the Group under residual value guarantees, 

• the exercise price of a purchase option if the Group is reasonably certain to exercise that option, and 

•  payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term reflects the Group exercising  
that option. 

Lease payments to be made under reasonably certain extension options are also included in the 
measurement of the liability. 

The lease payments are discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease. If that rate cannot 
be readily determined, which is generally the case for leases in the Group, the lessee’s incremental 
borrowing rate is used, being the rate that the individual lessee would have to pay to borrow the funds 
necessary to obtain an asset of similar value to the right-of-use asset in a similar economic environment 
with similar terms, security and conditions.  
To determine the incremental borrowing rate, the Group: 

•  where possible, uses recent third-party financing received by the individual lessee as a starting point, 
adjusted to reflect changes in financing conditions since third party financing was received, 

•  uses a build-up approach that starts with a risk-free interest rate adjusted for credit risk for leases held 
by the Group, which does not have recent third party financing, and 

•  makes adjustments specific to the lease (e.g. term, country, currency and security). 

Lease payments are allocated between principal and finance cost. The finance cost is charged to profit or 
loss over the lease period so as to produce a constant periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance 
of the liability for each period. 

Right-of-Use Assets are measured at cost comprising the following: 

• the amount of the initial measurement of lease liability 

•  any lease payments made at or before the commencement date less any lease incentives received 

•  any initial direct costs, and 

•  restoration costs.

Right-of-Use Assets are generally depreciated over the shorter of the asset’s useful life and the lease term 
on a straight-line basis. If the Group is reasonably certain to exercise a purchase option, the right of-use 
asset is depreciated over the underlying asset’s useful life.

Payments associated with short-term leases of equipment and all leases of low-value assets are 
recognised on a straight-line basis as an expense in profit or loss. Short-term leases are leases with a 
lease term of 12 months or less. Low-value assets comprise IT equipment, furniture and fittings, kitchen 
equipment, and printers and photocopiers. 
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(d) Variable Lease Payments 
All the Group’s land leases contain variable payment terms that are linked to sales generated from those 
operations, which are detailed in note 9.2.1. Variable payment terms are used for a variety of reasons, 
including minimising the fixed costs base for newly established operations. Variable lease payments that 
depend on sales are recognised in profit or loss in the period in which the condition that triggers those 
payments occurs. 

(e) Extension and Termination Options
Extension and termination options are included in several land and building leases across the Group. 
These are used to maximise operational flexibility in terms of managing the assets used in the Group’s 
operations. The extension and termination options held are exercisable only by the Group and not by the 
respective lessor. The lease liability and right-of-use calculation are based on all extension options being 
exercised by the Group. 

Critical Estimates and Assumptions 
Determining the lease term of contracts with renewal and termination options – Group as lessee
In determining the lease term, management considers all facts and circumstances that create an 
economic incentive to exercise an extension option, or not exercise a termination option. Extension 
options (or periods after termination options) are only included in the lease term if the lease is 
reasonably certain to be extended (or not terminated). 

For leases of land and buildings, the following factors are normally the most relevant: 

•  If there are significant penalties to terminate (or not extend), the Group is typically reasonably certain 
to extend (or not terminate). 

•  If any leasehold improvements are expected to have a significant remaining value, the Group is 
typically reasonably certain to extend (or not terminate). 

•  Otherwise, the Group considers other factors including historical lease durations and the costs and 
business disruption required to replace the leased asset. 

All extension options have been included in the lease liability, because the Group is reasonably certain 
that these leases will be extended. 

The lease term is reassessed if an option is actually exercised (or not exercised) or the Group becomes 
obliged to exercise (or not exercise) it. The assessment of reasonable certainty is only revised if a 
significant event or a significant change in circumstances occurs, which affects this assessment, and that 
is within the control of the lessee. No leases were revised to reflect the effect of exercising extension and 
termination options during the year. 

Leases – Estimating the incremental borrowing rate
The Group cannot readily determine the interest rate implicit in the lease, therefore, it uses its 
incremental borrowing rate (IBR) to measure lease liabilities. The IBR is the rate of interest that the 
Group would have to pay to borrow over a similar term, and with a similar security, the funds necessary 
to obtain an asset of similar value to the right-of-use asset in a similar economic environment. The IBR 
therefore reflects what the Group ‘would have to pay’, which requires estimation when no observable 
rates are available or when they need to be adjusted to reflect the terms and conditions of the lease. The 
Group estimates the IBR using observable inputs (such as market interest rates) when available and is 
required to make certain entity-specific estimates. 

3.7 Provisions
A provision is recognised if, as a result of a past event, the Group has a present legal or constructive 
obligation that can be estimated reliably and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be 
required to settle the obligation. 
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(a) Current Provisions

Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Other Provisions (i) 549 572

Total Current Provisions 549 572

(i) Other Provisions
  The Provisions balance consists of jackpots and unredeemed chips in relation to casino games and 

other immaterial provisions. In the prior year the provision balance included bonus points, jackpots, 
dining points and unredeemed chips in relation to casino games. As outlined in note 3.4.3, the bonus 
points and dining points are recognised as contract liability – customer loyalty programme. 

(b) Non-Current Provisions

Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Reinstatement Cost Provision (i) 2,403 2,575

Total Non-Current Provisions 2,403 2,575

(i) Reinstatement Costs
  The Group recognises a provision for the reinstatement costs to return the land to its original condition 

as part of the lease requirements for the operations at Skyline Luge Mont-Tremblant and Skyline Luge 
Sentosa on the basis that the Group considers that it is more likely than not, reinstatement costs will 
occur on termination of those leases and that these reinstatement costs can be reliably measured. It is 
expected that these outflows will occur at the end of the respective lease periods. 

  The provision is reviewed annually based on current information. Some uncertainty exists regarding 
the value of the provision as given the capital investment, the profitable operations and the good 
relationship with the lessor, it is likely that closer to the termination date of the existing lease, the 
Group will enter negotiations for a new operating lease, which could defer the reinstatement costs if 
a new operating lease is received. 

 The movement in Reinstatement Cost Provision is as follows:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Opening Balance 2,575 -

Initial Recognition of Reinstatement Cost Provision - 2,575

Interest Expense for the Year 84 -

Interest Expense due to Remeasurement 178 -

Reduction due to Remeasurement (86) -

Net Foreign Currency Exchanges (348) -

Balance as at the end of the year 2,403 2,575

Critical Estimates and Assumptions 
When calculating the provision for reinstatement costs the Group has estimated the future cost based 
off current prices, expected general increase in construction rates and expected work. The future costs of 
SNG$3,076,500 (Prior year SNG$3,076,500) and CA$100,000 (Prior Year CA$100,000) have been estimated. 
The future value has then been discounted back using a discount rate of 3.62% Skyline Luge Sentosa and 
3.24% Skyline Luge Mont-Tremblant to determine the present value. The discount rates used are equal to 
the incremental borrowing rate used in the Right-of-Use Asset calculation. All inputs into the calculation 
require significant estimation and judgement about future events and therefore contain significant 
uncertainty. The critical estimates include the current estimated cost for the expected work, future 
inflation rate and the discount rate used. 
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4.0 Investments and  
Other Financial Assets
The Group is comprised of investments in associates that are equity accounted (note 4.1) and subsidiary 
companies (note 4.2). The Group also holds other financial assets (note 4.3).

4.1 Equity Accounted Investments
Equity accounted investments include:

Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Investment in Associates 4.1(d) 6,518 7,647

Total Equity Accounted Investments 6,518 7,647

(a) Investment in Associates
Investments in associates are accounted for using the equity method and are measured in the Group 
Balance Sheet at cost plus post-acquisition changes in the Group’s share of net assets, less dividends. 
Goodwill relating to associates is included in the carrying amount of the investment.

If the carrying amount of the equity accounted investment exceeds its recoverable amount, it is written 
down to the latter. When the Group’s share of accumulated losses in an associate equals or exceeds its 
carrying value, the Group does not recognise further losses, unless it has incurred obligations or made 
payments on behalf of the associate.

Critical Estimates and Assumptions
Associates are entities in which the Group has significant influence but not control. Judgement is 
required to determine if control exists. Generally the Group determines that no control exists when the 
shareholding is between 20% and 50% of the voting rights.

Material Associates are entities in which the Group investment is considered significant in the context 
of overall Group activities. Material Associates require additional disclosures, which are set out in note 
4.1 (e). Judgement is required to determine if an Associate is a Material Associate. Generally the Group 
determines that an Associate is a Material Associate if the investment in the associate is greater than $1 
million. As such the only Material Associate is Dunedin Casinos Limited (2020: Dunedin Casinos Limited). 

(b) Equity Accounted Associates
The following associate Companies have been equity accounted:

Equity Accounted 
Percentage Held

Voting Rights
Percentage Held

Balance 
Date

Principal 
Activity

Company 2021 2020 2021 2020

The Station Limited 0% 50.0% 0% 50.0% 30 June Booking 
Office

Dunedin Casinos Limited 33.0% 33.0% 33.0% 33.0% 31 March Casino

Dunedin Casinos Limited operates predominantly in the Casino Industry. It operates in Dunedin.

The investment in the Station Limited was exited during the year on 1 September 2020.  
This resulted in a loss to the Group of $268,000 which is recorded through the Share of Profit/(Loss) 
of Equity Accounted Investees in the Income Statement. The Station Limited operates in the tourism 
industry as an agency for sightseeing sales. The balance date of The Station Limited is aligned with  
the requirements of the other shareholder of that company.
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(c) Non Equity Accounted Associates
The following associate Company has not been equity accounted, there was no change in the ownership 
to the prior period. 

Company Voting Percentage Held Balance Date

Mountain Bike Events Limited 25% 31 March

Mountain Bike Events Limited is a Special Purpose Entity, its constitution removes the right for dividend 
or profit distributions to be made to the Group, for this reason it has not been equity accounted. 

(d) Investment in Associates 
Balance of Investments in Associates include:

Note
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

The Station Limited - 28

Dunedin Casinos Limited (i) 6,518 7,619

Total Investments in Associates 6,518 7,647

(i) Dunedin Casinos
 The movement in the carrying value of Dunedin Casinos is made up of:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Opening Balance 7,619 9,392

Share of Profit/(Loss) 1,341 788

Dividend (2,442) (660)

Impairment of Fair Value Adjustment - (1,901)

Balance as at the end of the year 6,518 7,619

Critical Estimates and Assumptions
The carrying value of the investment in Dunedin Casinos includes a fair value adjustment of $4,948,000 
(2020: 4,948,000).

The fair value was assessed for impairment to determine if the recoverable amount of the investment in 
Dunedin Casinos exceeded the carrying value. The recoverable amount is determined based on value in 
use calculations using a Future Maintainable Earnings approach. Future Maintainable Earnings are based 
on prior year results and budgets approved by Directors, which reflect the current operating conditions 
and trading performance of Dunedin Casino, including the operating and structural changes made to 
adapt the business to the post-COVID-19 operating and economic environment. While the Directors 
are of the view that the business will continue to trade at this level, there remains uncertainty on future 
trading performance.

The discount rate used was 17.5%. The discount rate is pre-tax and reflects specific risks to the relevant 
operating segment and was determined based on management’s assessments and independent advice. 
These assumptions are consistent with past experience adjusted for economic indicators. 

Based on calculations completed to allocate goodwill to cash generating units for the purpose of 
impairment testing, there is sufficient headroom between the value in use calculation and the carrying 
value of the remaining assets therefore no impairment is required. 

The value in use calculation is determined based on a range of unobservable inputs, which meet the 
definition of Level 3 valuation techniques as outlined in note 1.3(b) as more than one of the significant 
inputs are not based on observable market data. As a sensitivity analysis was completed, where 
significant changes in the underlying assumptions were made, which did not result in an impairment. 
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(e) Material Associates Summary Financial Information 
The summary financial information in respect of the Group’s material associates, being only Dunedin 
Casinos Limited as noted in the critical estimates and assumptions is set out below. 

$’000
Current 

Assets

Non-
current
Assets

Current
Liabilities

Non-
Current 

Liabilities Equity Revenues Expenses

Group  
Share of 

Profit

2021

Dunedin Casinos Ltd 33% 5,916 20,766* 6,396 536 19,750* 16,984 11,219 4,061 1,340

2020

Dunedin Casinos Ltd 33% 4,291 22,063* 2,208 1,058 23,088* 16,855 14,464 2,391 788

*Goodwill as part of the fair value adjustment recognised in Non-Current Assets and Equity totals $14,994,000 (2020: $14,994,000).

Dunedin Casino Limited’s summary financial information is not adjusted for the percentage ownership 
held by the Group. The summary financial information is adjusted for the fair value adjustment made 
at the date of the Groups 100% acquisition of Christchurch Casino Limited. Christchurch Casino is the 
Group entity, which holds the shares in Dunedin Casinos Limited. As outlined in the critical estimates 
and assumptions, in the prior year the fair value adjustment was impaired by $1,901,000 as a result of 
the impacts of COVID-19, which has been grossed up by the Group’s portion of ownership to $5,760,000 
and recorded through Non-Current Assets in the above summary financial information. As a result, in the 
prior year the Goodwill as part of the fair value adjustment recognised in Non-Current Assets and Equity 
decreased from $20,754,000 to $14,994,000.

Below sets out the reconciliation of the summary financial information to the carrying amount of the 
interest in the material associate, Dunedin Casinos Limited, to the carrying amount recognised in the 
Group Financial Statements at note 4.1(d).

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Fair Value Dunedin Casino Limited 19,750 23,088

Portion of the Group Ownership 33% 33%

Carrying Amount of the Group’s Interest 6,518 7,619

 

Ownership

Total
Comprehensive 

Income
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4.2 Group Entities
All subsidiaries have been fully consolidated in the accounts. All subsidiaries have a 31 March balance date.

The following subsidiary Companies are 100% beneficially owned and are incorporated in New Zealand 
unless otherwise stated.

Skyline Management Limited

Skyline Skyrides Limited

Skyline International Luge Limited

Skyline Investments Limited

Skyline Properties Limited

Skyline Tours Limited

Skyline Luge Hong Kong Limited  
– incorporated in Hong Kong 

Skyline Luge Mont-Tremblant Company Limited  
– incorporated in Canada

Skyline Luge Calgary Company Limited  
– incorporated in Canada

Skyline Luge Sentosa Company Pte Limited  
– incorporated in Singapore

Skyline Luge Tongyeong Company Limited  
– Incorporated in the Republic of Korea

Skyline Luge Busan Company Limited  
– incorporated in the Republic of Korea

Skyline Luge Sheffield Limited  
– incorporated in the United Kingdom 

Skyline Luge Kuala Lumpur SDN BHD  
– Incorporated in Malaysia 

North Sky Luge Limited

North Sky Luge No 2 Limited

North Sky Luge No 3 Limited

North Sky Luge No 4 Limited

North Sky Luge No 5 Limited

North Sky Luge No 6 Limited

Leisure Lodge Motor Inn Limited

Christchurch Casino Limited

O’Connells Pavilion Limited

Queenstown Tourist Company Limited

Fairy Springs Holdings Limited

4.3 Other Financial Assets

4.3.1 Other Financial Assets at Amortised Cost

The Group classifies its financial assets as at amortised cost only if both of the following criteria are met:

• the asset is held within a business model whose objective is to collect the contractual cash flows, and

•  the contractual terms give rise to cashflows that are solely payments of principal and interest. 

Other Current Financial Assets at at Amortised Cost through profit and loss include:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Short Term Deposit 8,000 20,084

Total Other Current Financial Assets 8,000 20,084

The short term deposit is used to manage the Group’s cash position and is held with the Bank of  
New Zealand Limited. 

(a) Fair Value Measurement and Risk Exposure
All the financial assets at amortised cost are denominated in New Zealand Dollars. As a result, there is no 
exposure to foreign currency risk. There is also no exposure to price risk as the short term deposit will be 
held to maturity.
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4.3.2 Other Financial Assets at Fair Value Through Profit or Loss 

The Group classified the following non-current debt investments that do not qualify for measurement at 
either amortised cost or fair value through other comprehensive income as non-current financial assets 
at fair value through profit and loss. 

Other Non-Current Financial Assets mandatorily measured at fair value through profit and loss include:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Other Debt Instruments 513 521

Other 37 37

Total Non-Current Financial Assets 550 558

Other debt instruments is made up of a strategic loan to a non-related entity to assist with the cost of 
site improvement and mitigation work as part of a Group development project. The loan is interest free 
and repayable in a lump sum in three years. The loan agreement includes the first right of refusal for the 
purchase of the non-related entity. 

(a) Amounts Recognised in the Income Statement
During the year, there were no gains or losses recognised in the Income Statement. 

(b) Fair Value Measurement and Risk Exposure
The other debt instruments have been valued at fair value, using Level 3 valuation techniques, as one or 
more of the significant inputs are not based on observable market date. Management is of the view that 
the carrying amount is a reasonable approximation of the fair value. 

4.4 Non-Current Assets Classified as Held-for-Sale

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Helicopters 11,763 -

Total Non-Current Assets Classified as Held-for-Sale 11,763 -

During the year the directors decided to divest the twelve helicopters owned by the Group. As such, 
these assets have been reclassified from the Aircraft & Vessels Property, Plant & Equipment category in 
note 3.1. Prior to 31 March 2021, the year the Group entered into a sale and purchase agreement for 
eight helicopters, which settled 1 April 2021. The remaining four helicopters are being actively marketed 
and are expected to be sold within 12 months of balance date. Subsequent to balance date, two 
unconditional sale and purchase agreements were entered into for the sale of two further helicopters. 
The helicopter assets are presented within total assets of the Other Operations segment in note 2.4(a). 

The helicopters classified as held-for-sale are measured at the lower of their carrying amount and fair 
value less costs to sell at the time of reclassification. No gains or losses are recognised on the sale of the 
helicopters sold subsequent to balance date.
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5.0 Financing and Capital Structure
5.1 Borrowings
(a) Borrowing (Secured)
During the year, the Group entered into a cash advance facility with the Bank of New Zealand of 
$60,000,000. At the date the facility was entered it was to be used for general corporate purposes and  
to provide committed liquidity. The facility has not been drawn on and expires 31 August 2022.

The facility is secured by mortgage and debenture over the assets and undertakings of the Group.

(b) Credit Cards
At balance date the Group has a maximum liability of $531,000 (2020: $560,000) to the Bank of New 
Zealand Limited in respect of Visa Business credit cards held.

5.2 Equity
(a) Share Capital
At 31 March 2021 share capital comprised 34,137,379 ordinary shares (2020: 34,137,379 ordinary shares) 
which have no par value. The holders of ordinary shares have equal voting rights and share equally in 
dividends and any surplus on winding up of the Group. Incremental costs directly attributable to the 
issue of ordinary shares and share options are recognised as a deduction from equity.

(b) Translation Reserve
The translation reserve represents the net difference that arises when foreign domiciled assets and 
liabilities are translated at the closing rate. At 31 March 2021 the net difference resulted in a foreign 
exchange translation loss of $2,547,561 (2020: gain of $2,600,066).

(c) Dividends Declared
The dividends paid in the year ended 31 March 2021 relating to the operating results in the period  
ended 31 March 2020 was $nil (2020: $20,482,427 ($0.60 per share)).

The board has determined that no final cash dividend will be paid for the year ended 31 March 2021. This 
decision has been made after considering the continued inherent uncertainty surrounding the financial 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the desire to take a prudent approach to capital management.
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6.0 Financial Risk Management
(a) Overview
Exposure to credit, liquidity and market risks arise in the normal course of the Group’s business. 

This note presents information about the Group’s exposure to each of the above risks, the Group’s 
objectives, policies and processes for measuring and managing risk, and the Group’s management of 
capital. Further quantitative disclosures are included throughout these financial statements. 

The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the Group’s risk 
management framework. The Risk Committee is designated to develop and monitor the Group’s risk 
management policies. The committee reports regularly to the Board of Directors on its activities.

The Group’s risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the 
Group, to set appropriate risk limits and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limits. Risk 
management policies and systems are reviewed regularly to reflect changes in market conditions and 
the Group’s activities. The Group, through its training and management standards and processes, aims 
to develop a disciplined and constructive control environment in which all employees understand their 
roles and obligations. 

6.1 Qualitative Information

(a) Credit Risk

(i) Risk Management
  Financial instruments which potentially subject the Group to credit risk principally consist of trade 

receivables, advances to associated companies and third parties and bank balances. The Group 
continuously monitors the credit quality of its major receivables. In prior years the Group did 
anticipate some level of non-performance of those customers due to the economic impacts of 
COVID-19. As a result of close management, in the current year, the Group does not anticipate any 
non-performance of credit contracts apart from some commercial property receivables, which is set 
out in the Expected Credit Loss note 6.2(a). The Group places its call and short term deposits only 
with registered banks.

  For wholesale customers, the Board has approved a credit policy under which new customers 
are analysed individually for credit worthiness before the Group’s standard payment terms and 
conditions are offered. Customers that fail to meet the Group’s benchmark creditworthiness may 
transact with the Group on a cash or prepayments basis. The compliance with credit limits by 
wholesale customers is regularly monitored by line management. As part of the Group’s response to 
the economic impacts of COVID-19, a full review of all credit contracts was completed. The review 
resulted in standard payment terms and conditions being strengthened and credit being withdrawn 
for some wholesale customers who pose an increased credit risk. 

  Sales to retail customers are required to be settled in cash or using major credit cards and ePayment 
channels, mitigating credit risk. 

(ii) Security
  The Group generally does not require collateral or security. However, for some lease receivables, the 

Group may obtain security in for the form of personal guarantees, which can be called upon if the 
counterparty is in default under the terms of the agreement. 

(iii) Impairment of Financial Assets
  The Group regularly reviews financial assets for impairment indicators. Trade receivables is the only 

financial asset category that is subject to the expected credit loss model. Details of the application of 
the expected credit loss are included in note 6.2(a).

  While cash and cash equivalents are also subject to the impairment requirements of NZ IFRS 9, any 
impairment loss would be immaterial. 
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(b) Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk represents the Group’s ability to meet its obligations as they fall due. The Group evaluates 
its liquidity requirements on an ongoing basis. 

The Group continues to generate sufficient cash flows from its operating activities to meet its obligations 
arising from its financial liabilities and has credit lines in place to cover potential shortfalls.

At balance date the Group held no external borrowings (note 5.1) therefore there was no concentration 
of risk with respect to refinancing its debt. Access to sources of funds is sufficiently available. The Group 
holds a facility with the Bank of New Zealand Limited of $60,000,000, which expires 31 August 2022. 

The Group assessed the concentration of risk with respect to payables as low, on the basis that the Group 
is able to pay its debts as they fall due and has access to sufficient funding with its bankers. The table in 
note 6.2(b) sets out the contractual cash flows for all financial liabilities that are settled on a gross cash 
flow basis.

(c) Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange rates, interest rates and 
equity prices, will affect the Group’s income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The 
objective of market risk management by the Board of Directors is to manage and control market risk 
exposures within acceptable parameters while optimising return on risk. 

(i) Foreign Currency Risk 
  Foreign currency risk is the risk that the value of assets and liabilities will fluctuate due to changes 

in foreign exchange rates. The Group is exposed to the currency risks of Canadian Dollars, Singapore 
Dollars, United States Dollars and South Korean Won, which are the primary foreign currency 
operating cash inflows. 

  The Group assessed the concentration of risk with respect to foreign currency as medium, as whilst 
no formal hedging is in place any excess foreign currency funds are transferred to the Parent entity 
regularly thereby minimising foreign currency balances.

(ii) Interest Rate Risk
  The Group is exposed to interest rate risk in respect of the short term deposits $8,000,000 (2020: 

$20,084,000). The Directors consider that the interest rate risk is within acceptable thresholds for the 
Group.

  The carrying amount of financial assets represents the Group’s maximum credit exposure. The Group 
has not renegotiated the terms of any financial assets that would result in the carrying amount no 
longer being past due or avoid a possible past due status.

(iii) Capital Management
  The Group’s capital includes share capital, reserves and retained earnings. The Group’s objectives 

when managing capital is to safeguard the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern, so that it 
can continue to provide returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders, and to maintain 
an optimal capital structure.

  In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividends 
paid to shareholders, return capital to shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to reduce debt.

  Given the inherent uncertainty created by the COVID-19 global pandemic, the board has adopted a 
prudent approach to capital management and determined that no final dividend will be paid for the 
year ended 31 March 2021. The board will determine future dividend payments and make decisions 
about the resumption of the Group’s dividend payments once the duration and financial impact of 
the COVID-19 pandemic is more certain.

  As part of the Groups response to the impacts of COVID-19 a full review of all capital expenditure 
projects was completed. The review lead to the cancellation or temporary suspension of non-
essential capital expenditure projects until the duration and financial impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic is more certain.

 The Group is not subject to any externally imposed capital requirements.
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6.2 Quantitative Information

(a) Credit Risk
Credit risk refers to the risk of a counterparty failing to discharge an obligation. Principally any risk is in 
respect of cash and bank balances, trade and other receivables. No collateral is held on these accounts. 
There is no geographical concentration of credit risk with respect to trade receivables as the Group has a 
large number of customers internationally dispersed.

(i) Expected Credit Loss
  The Group applies the NZ IFRS 9 simplified approach to measuring expected credit losses, which uses 

a lifetime expected loss allowance for all trade receivables. 

  To measure the expected credit losses, trade receivables have been Grouped based on shared credit 
risk characteristics and the days past due.

  Due to the economic impacts of COVID-19, there was a significant focus by management to maximise 
the collection of trade receivables over and above the usual stringent collection policy. Management 
continually reviews the collectability of trade receivables based on several factors including 
conversations with customers, the days past due, the customer type, when last communication was 
made, previous payment history, general security held, and other non-specific economic factors. 
Management then assigned a collectability rating to each trade receivable. When determining the 
collectability rating, significant judgement was used by management, no set criteria of specific 
factors was used but rather a holistic approach was applied. Under this approach, different factors 
were given different weightings for different customers based on management’s judgements. 

  As part of management’s review, each trade receivable was assigned a rating, which is linked to 
management’s assessment of the probability of collection based on the factors described above. 
Based on the probability assessment and rating, an expected credit loss rate was assigned to the 
specific trade receivable as set out in the table below. 

Collectability Rating Est Probability of Collection Expected Credit Loss

Very High 100% 0%

High 80% 10%

Medium 50% 50%

Low 20% 75%

Not Likely 0% 100%

  The analysis completed by management indicated that the payment profiles were different between 
tourism entities including the accommodation business units and the commercial property entities 
including the helicopter leasing business unit. While all sectors have been impacted by COVID-19 the 
macroeconomic factors and general security held, affecting the ability of the customers to settle the 
receivables are different. 
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  On that basis, the expected credit loss (including GST) as at 31 March 2021 was determined as follows 
for trade receivables:

31 March 2021 Current

Less than 
30 days 

past due

Less than 
60 days 

past due

Less than 
90 days 

past due
90+ days 
past due Total

Group  
(Excl Commercial Leases)

Expected Loss Rate 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Gross carrying amount  
– Trade Receivables

1,990 52 76 6 8 2,132

Expected Credit Loss - - - - - -

Commercial Leases

Expected Loss Rate 0% 38.89% 43.75% 100% 0%

Gross carrying amount  
– Trade Receivables

140 54 48 21 5 268

Expected Credit Loss - 21 21 21 - 63

Total Expected Credit Loss - 21 21 21 - 63

 
  The expected credit loss (including GST) as at 31 March 2020 was determined as follows for trade 

receivables:

31 March 2020 Current

Less than 
30 days 

past due

Less than 
60 days 

past due

Less than 
90 days 

past due
90+ days 
past due Total

Group (Excl Commercial 
Leases)

Expected Loss Rate 22.79% 37.72% 37.80% 100% 58.77%

Gross carrying amount  
– Trade Receivables

1,844 654 104 4 2 2,608

Expected Credit Loss 420 247 40 4 1 712

Commercial Leases

Expected Loss Rate 9.23% 37.77% 1.45% 100% 25.45%

Gross carrying amount  
– Trade Receivables

233 64 3 0 14 314

Expected Credit Loss 21 25 0 0 3 49

Total Expected Credit Loss 441 272 40 4 4 761

  The expected credit loss for trade receivables as at 31 March 2021 as follows:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Opening expected credit loss 761 11

Increase in expected credit loss recognised in profit or  
loss during the year

63 761

Receivables written off during the year as uncollectible (306) (21)

Under provided for in prior years - 10

Overprovided for in prior years (455) -

Closing loss allowance as at 31 March 2021 63 761
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(ii) Bad Debts and Impairment of Trade Receivables 
  Trade receivables are written off when there is no reasonable expectation of recovery. Indicators that 

there is no reasonable expectation of recovery include, amongst others, the failure of a debtors to 
engage or comply with a repayment plan with the Group, and management’s understanding of the 
underlying performance of the entity.

  Impairment losses on trade receivables are presented as bad debts within operating profit. 
Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited against the same line item. 

 Critical Estimates and Assumptions
  The expected credit loss allowance and impairment for financial assets are based on assumptions 

about risk default and expected rates. The Group uses judgement in making these assumptions and 
selecting the inputs to the impairment calculation, based on the Group’s past history and existing 
market conditions as well as forward-looking estimates at the end of each reporting period. Details of 
the key assumptions and inputs used are disclosed in the tables above. 

(iii) Trade Receivable Status
 The status of trade receivables at the reporting date is as follows:

Gross receivable
2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Not past due 2,131 2,077

Past due 0-30 days 106 718

Past due 31-120 days 163 127

Total 2,400 2,922

Less Expected Credit Loss (63) (761)

Total Trade Receivables 2,337 2,161

(iv) Maximum Exposure to Credit Risk
  The Group’s maximum exposure to credit risk for trade and other receivables by geographic regions is 

as follows:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

New Zealand 1,930 2,701

Singapore 432 217

Canada - 4

Korea 38 -

Total 2,400 2,922
 

(b) Liquidity Risk
The following table sets out the contractual maturities of financial liabilities including interest payments. 

$’000
Balance 

Sheet
Contractual 
cash flows

12 months 
or less 1-2 years 2-5 years

More than 
5 years

2021

Trade Payables 9,964 9,964 9,964 - - -

Provisions 2,952 2,952 549 - 92 2,311

Customer Contracts 1,347 1,347 1,347 - -

Employee Entitlements 3,815 3,815 3,815 - - -

Lease Liabilities 7,681 7,681 966 955 4,117 1,643

Total Non-Derivative Liabilities 25,759 25,759 16,641 955 4,209 3,954
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$’000
Balance 

Sheet
Contractual 
cash flows

12 months 
or less 1-2 years 2-5 years

More than 
5 years

2020

Trade Payables 11,384 11,384 11,384 - - -

Provisions 3,147 3,147 572 - 92 2,483

Customer Contracts 1,386 1,386 1,386 - -

Employee Entitlements 4,556 4,556 4,556 - - -

Lease Liabilities 9,488 9,488 759 1,132 1,985 5,612

Total Non-Derivative Liabilities 29,961 29,961 18,657 1,132 2,077 8,095

(c) Foreign Currency Risk
The Group’s exposure to foreign currency risk can be summarised as follows:

2021 2020

$’000 $SGD $CAD $KRW £GBP $SGD $CAD $KRW £GBP

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2,171 1,224 10,843 7 3,913 831 3,545 80

Trade Receivables 259 - 17 - 190 3 9 -

Trade Payables (406) (162) (344) (2) (1,568) (176) (833) (54)

Net Financial Position Exposure 2,024 1,062 10,516 5 2,535 658 2,721 26

(d)  Sensitivity Analysis
In managing interest rate and currency risks the Group aims to reduce the impact of short-term 
fluctuations on the Group’s earnings. Over the longer term, permanent changes in foreign exchange and 
interest rates will have an impact on profit.

(i) Interest Rate Risk
  At 31 March it is estimated that a general increase of 1.0% in interest rates would have decreased 

the Group’s profit before income tax by $nil (2020: $75,888). This was calculated by reference to the 
average debt in the year and the average interest rate in the year.

  The above estimate of change in profit has been calculated on bank loans, and has been estimated 
on a similar basis to the prior year.

(ii) Foreign Currency Risk
  It is estimated that a general increase of 10% in the value of the New Zealand Dollar against other 

foreign currencies would have decreased the Group’s profit before income tax by $230,913 (2020: 
$1,584,488). This was calculated by reference to the net income derived from offshore entities in the 
year and the average exchange rate in the year in the currencies that the Group trades in.
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7.0 Changes in Accounting Policies
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year. Certain 
comparative information has also been reclassified to conform with the current period’s presentation. 

New and Amended Standards and Interpretations
The following amendments to IFRS are effective as of the beginning of the year:

• Definition of Material – Amendments to NZ IAS 1 and NZ IAS 

• 2019 Omnibus Amendments to NZ IFRS

• NZ IFRS 16: Leases (Amendments COVID-19 Related Rent Concessions) 

The above standards and interpretations were applied for the first time in 2021. The impact on the 
financial statements is outlined in note 7.1. 

7.1 Impact On The Financial Statements

(a) Definition of Material – Amendments to NZ IAS 1 and NZ IAS 
The adoption of this standard did not have a material impact on the financial statements.

(b) 2019 Omnibus Amendments to NZ IFRS
The adoption of this standard did not have a material impact on the financial statements.

(c) NZ IFRS 16: Leases (Amendments COVID-19 Related Rent Concessions)
As a result of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, rent concessions have been granted to lessees.  
The AASB made an amendment that provides an optional practical expedient where lessees benefiting 
from these rent concessions may account for them as variable lease payments in the periods in which 
they are granted.
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8.0 Discontinued Operation
(a) Prior Period Discontinued Operation
On 30 September 2019 Skyline Enterprises Limited (the seller) and Omni Tourism Group Limited  
(the purchaser) settled the sale of the shares of the following companies collectively known as the  
“TTL Group” for $18,900,000. 

Companies ultimately owned 100% by Skyline Enterprises Limited:

• Totally Tourism Limited

• The Helicopter Line Limited

• Glacier Helicopter Holdings Limited (non-trading)

• Glacier Helicopters Limited

• Glacier Southern Lakes Helicopters Limited (non-trading)

• Mitre Peak Cruises Limited

• Milford Sound Cruises Limited (non-trading)

• Milford Sound Flights Limited

• Milford Sound Scenic Flights Limited

• Air Fiordland Limited

• Wanaka Flightseeing (2006) Limited

Companies ultimately owned 50% by Skyline Enterprises Limited

• Alpine Guides Aoraki Limited

• Glentanner Heliski Limited (non-trading)

• Mount Cook Heliski Limited (non-trading)

The TTL Group was sold with effect from 1 October 2019 and is reported in the prior period as a 
discontinued operation. 

8.1 Financial Performance
(a) Prior Period Discontinued Operation
The loss after tax for the prior period discontinued operation is for the six months ended 30 September 
2019. The loss on disposal of $857,000 as set out in note 8.3(a) is included in the loss from Discontinued 
Operations as set out below. 

Note
2020 
$’000

Total Revenue 2.1 13,266

Total Expenses (16,781)

Loss Before Tax (3,515)

Income Tax Expense 2.3.1 (37)

Loss from Discontinued Operations (3,552)
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8.2 Cashflow 
(a) Prior Period Discontinued Operation
The cashflow information presented for the prior period discontinued operation are for the six months 
ended 30 September 2019 (2020 column). 

2020 
$’000

Net Cash From Operating Activities (4,288)

Net Cash From Investing Activities 2,942

Net Cash From Financing Activities (183)

Net Decrease In Cash Generated by the Discontinued Activity (1,529)

8.3 Details of The Sale of Subsidiary 
(a) Prior Period Discontinued Operation
The consideration for the sale of the TTL Group was made up of a cash component of $18,900,000 for the 
purchase of the net assets listed below and a working capital adjustment for all other current assets (cash 
received) and liabilities (cash paid), which had a nil impact on the income statement, balance sheet and 
cashflow. The consideration of $18,900,000 was fully received on settlement date. 

At the date of disposal (30 September 2019), the carrying amounts of the TTL Group’s net assets were: 

Total 
$’000

Other Current Assets 899

Property, Plant & Equipment  18,341

Intangible Assets 42

Right-of-Use-Assets 2,660

Investment in Associates 499

Less Lease Liabilities (2,684)

Net Assets 19,757

Total Consideration received in cash 18,900

Loss on Disposal 857
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9.0 Other Notes
9.1 Related Party Transactions
(a)  Parent and Ultimate Controlling Party
The immediate parent of the Group is Skyline Enterprises Limited. By virtue of the fact the Company is 
owned by a large number of small investors; there is no ultimate controlling party.

(b)  Subsidiaries
Skyline Enterprises Limited has a related party relationship with the subsidiaries and associates as  
listed in note 4.2.

Skyline Enterprises Limited has provided an unlimited intercompany guarantee to the Bank of  
New Zealand Limited in favour of all its New Zealand subsidiaries.

(c) Key Management Compensation
Key management personnel include the Directors, the Chief Executive Officers and the direct reports to 
the Chief Executive Officers.

Short Term Employee Benefits $3,666,049 (2020: $4,638,422).

Directors receive a retirement benefit for loss of office where a Director has served for more than five 
years. This is calculated based on the aggregate of the last 3 years Directors’ fees prior to retirement, with 
5% of this figure paid for each year of service as a Director to a maximum of 100% of the aggregate. By 
resolution, the Directors’ retirement policy ceased as of 31 March 2015. A liability as at 31 March 2021 
has been recorded for the amount accrued under this policy to 31 March 2015. The individual liability as 
accrued at 31 March 2021 is payable either upon the retirement of the current Directors at age 65 or at 
such earlier retirement date at the discretion of the Board of Directors. 

The following liability exists for Director’s retirement benefit at balance date: Group $358,900  
(2020: $358,900) 

(d)  Loans and Advances to Related Parties

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Advance to The Station Limited - 70

(e)  Transactions with Related Parties

(i) Directors 
  Businesses in which Directors have an interest and which provided services/supplies to the Group on 

an arms length commercial basis during the period were as follows:

  Mr G Hensman is a Director and shareholder of Southern Beaver Limited which provided consulting, 
contracting and heavy machinery services to the value of $564,825 (2020: $323,279), with $426 
owing at balance date (2020: $187,307).

  Mr R Thomas is a Director and shareholder of Bookme Limited which acts as an online booking 
agency and purchased products and services to the value of $470,327 (2020: $1,049,813), with $2,897 
owing at balance date (2020: $46,276).

  Mr R Thomas is the Beneficiary and Advisory Trustee of The Crystal Trust, the shareholder of  
Crystal Resources Limited of which Mr R Thomas’s father, Mr B Thomas and mother, Mrs S Thomas 
are Directors. As disclosed in the prior year, the Group has entered into an agreement to lease office 
space and carparks with Crystal Resources Limited. The Group made rental and operational expense 
payments to Crystal Resources Limited of $134,285 (2020: $134,285), with $0 owing at balance date 
(2020: $0). 

  Mr B Thomasen is a Director and Shareholder of Redwoods Outdoor Activities NZ Limited which 
operates Redwoods Treewalk and provided tourism products to the Group with a value of $2,172 
(2020: $3,211), with $2,172 (2020: $124) owing at balance date. The Group also provided services to 
Redwoods Treewalk to the value of $3,253 (2020:$Nil) with $170 (2020: $0) owing at balance date.
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  Mr D Jackson is a Partner of McCulloch and Partners Chartered Accountants which provided 
professional services to the value of $224,049 (2020: $286,948) and Directors fees of $103,000 (2020: 
$115,000) with $3,374 (2020: $4,863) owing at balance date in respect of professional services and $0 
(2020: $44,563) in respect of Directors fees. 

 The balance of Directors fees owing at balance date was $nil (2020: $302,000).

(ii) Associates

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Goods and services provided to associated entities 5 564

Goods and services provided from associated entities - 79
   

  At 31 March 2021 outstanding balances of goods and services provided to associated entities were 
$0 (2020: $20,605) and goods and services provided from associated entities were $0 (2020: $7,136). 
Terms of trade are that payment is due by the 20th of the month following invoice, and trading is on 
normal commercial terms.

9.2 Commitments

9.2.1 Lease Commitments

(a)  Skyline Enterprises Limited Lease
The Group has entered into an operating lease with the Queenstown Lakes District Council and Minister 
of Conservation for the cableway, Luge and restaurant complex on Bobs Peak, Queenstown. The lease is 
renewable 5 yearly with rights of renewal to 2070. The Group notified Queenstown Lakes District Council 
that the right of renewal would be exercised for the period ended 31 March 2025. The Group is currently 
in negotiations with Queenstown Lakes District Council regarding the terms of the renewal. For the 
year ended 31 March 2021, Rental is 3% of Food, Beverage, Photography and Souvenirs sales to 2021. 
Rental on Luge, gondola and other sales is 4% to 2021. As turnover figures are not known, actual future 
obligations under the lease cannot be determined in dollar terms.

(b)  Skyline Luge Tremblant Company Limited Lease
The Group has entered into an operating lease with Intrawest for the Luge operation at Mont-Tremblant, 
Québec, Canada. The lease is in its final term and expires in 2023. Rental is calculated on a percentage 
of turnover, minimum rental payable each year being CA$200,000. A maximum lift maintenance fee of 
CA$45,000 is also payable. As turnover figures are not known, actual future obligations under the lease 
cannot be determined in dollar terms. The lease has been accounted for as a Right-of-Use Asset and a 
lease liability as outlined in note 3.6 based on the minimum lease payments. 

(c) Skyline Luge Sentosa Company Pte Ltd Lease
The Group has entered into an operating lease with the Sentosa Development Corporation for the 
Luge operation on Sentosa Island, Singapore. The current term expires in December 2025 with rights of 
renewal to 30 November 2030. Rental is calculated on a percentage of turnover, minimum rental payable 
each year being SNG $360,000. Prepayments in successive terms are increased by the higher of 15% of 
amounts prepaid in the preceding term or the percentage increase in the Singapore Consumer Price 
Index, whichever is higher. As turnover figures are not known, actual future obligations under the lease 
cannot be determined in dollar terms. The lease has been accounted for as a Right-of-Use Asset and a 
lease liability as outlined in note 3.6 based on the minimum lease payments. 

As at 31 March 2020, the Group had entered into an agreement with the Sentosa Development 
Corporation to access land on Sentosa Island, Singapore for the development of a new Alpine Coaster 
operation. The agreement included an operating lease, which was to commence on the completion of 
the development of the Alpine Coaster operation. In May 2020, the Group terminated the development 
of the new Alpine Coaster operation on Sentosa Island, Singapore. The Group terminated the project due 
to significant regulatory and consenting delays and an inability to gain an extension to the lease to offset 
the impacts of these delays. As a result of the termination, the work in progress balance of $1,562,000 
was written off in the prior year and is included in the prior year loss on disposal of PP&E $2,261,000 at 
note 2.2. 
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(d)  Skyline Luge Calgary Company Limited Lease
The Group has entered into an operating lease with the Calgary Olympic Development Association for 
the period of 10 years commencing on 1 May 2013 and renewable for a further term of 10 years. Rentals 
have been calculated in advance for the first term of 10 years.

The lease has been accounted for as a Right-of-Use Asset and a lease liability as outlined in note 3.6.

(e)  Skyline Luge Tongyeong Company Limited Lease
The Group has entered into an agreement to lease with Tongyeong-Si for the Luge operation at 
Tongyeong, in the Republic of Korea. The lease term is a maximum of 30 years from the date of 
commencement of operations with renewal options at each five yearly interval. The current term expires 
in February 2022. Rental is based on a percentage of Luge ticket sales. As turnover figures are not known, 
actual future obligations under the lease cannot be determined in dollar terms.

(f) Skyline Luge Busan Company Limited Lease
The Group has entered into an agreement to lease with Osiria Thema Park PFV Co Ltd for the Luge 
operation at Busan, in the Republic of Korea. The lease term is a maximum of 50 years from the date of 
commencement of operations. Operations commenced in July 2021. Rental is based on a percentage 
of the underlying land value after a rent free period. As the land value after the rent free period is not 
known, actual future obligations under the lease cannot be determined in dollar terms.

(g)  Christchurch Casino Limited Lease
The Group has entered into an agreement to lease with Crystal Resources Limited, a related party as 
disclosed in note 8.1(e)(i), for administration office space and carparks in Christchurch City. The lease is 
for the period of 7 years commencing on 5 May 2017 with two rights of renewal for a further term of  
5 years each. The Christchurch Casino Limited Board has agreed that the lease will not be renewed when 
the current term expires on 4 May 2024. 

The lease has been accounted for as a right-of-use asset and a lease liability as outlined in note 3.6.

9.2.2 Contingent Liabilities

(a)  Reinstatement Costs for Operating Lease
In the prior year, the following leases required satisfactory removal of all installations upon termination of 
the lease

 (i)  Skyline Enterprises Limited with Queenstown Lakes District Council and Minister of 
Conservations for the cableway, Luge and restaurant complex on Bobs Peak, Queenstown

 (ii)  Skyline Luge Calgary Company Limited with Calgary Olympic Development Association for the 
lease of land for the Luge operation at Calgary, Canada.

 (iii)  Skyline Luge Tongyeong Company Limited with Tongyeong-SI for the lease of land for the Luge 
operation at Tongyeong, in the Republic of Korea. 

Each year the requirement to recognise a provision for the above reinstatement costs in accordance 
with the accounting policy outlined in note 3.7 is assessed. As at 31 March 2021 based on current 
expectations, the definition of a provision for the above lease reinstatement costs has not been met on 
the basis that it is either not probable that the reinstatement costs would be required to be met, or that 
these costs can be reliably estimated given the period to the termination of the leases. 

A contingent liability is being recognised as it cannot be ruled out completed that the reinstatement 
costs will not be incurred.

(b)  Other
Otherwise the Group had no significant contingent liabilities as at 31 March 2021 or the previous year.
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9.2.3 Capital Commitments

(a) Contracted but Not Provided For:

2021 
$’000

2020 
$’000

Skyline Luge Busan Development 9,582 32,102

O’Connells Pavilion Redevelopment 11,315 23,762

Skyline Queenstown Redevelopment 25,201 3,941

Skyline Rotorua Track Upgrade 2,382 30

Skyline Queenstown Infrastructure Services 173 313

Skyline Luge Kuala Lumpur SDN BHD 717 -

Skyline Tours Limited 436 -

Skyline Management Limited 90 -

Skyline Luge Tongyeong Luge Track Upgrade - 706

Franz Joseph Weather Stations - 203

Total 49,896 61,057

Any other material capital expenditure items contracted for at balance date are provided for in the 
financial statements.

9.3 Subsequent Events
(a) Dividend
The board has determined that no final cash dividend will be paid for the year ended 31 March 2021 
(if declared this would have ordinarily occurred in September 2021). This decision has been made after 
considering the continued inherent uncertainty surrounding the financial impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic and the desire to take a prudent approach to capital management.

The Directors will determine future dividend payments and make decisions about the resumption of the 
Group’s dividend payments once the duration and financial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is more 
certain.

(b) Sale of Dunedin Leisure Lodge
In early June 2021, the Group accepted an unsolicited offer of $10,400,000 for the Dunedin Leisure Lodge 
business and property from the Distinction Hotels Group. The sale will complete on 29 July 2021. 

The activities of the Dunedin Leisure Lodge business unit are recorded in the Other Segment in respect 
of disclosures made under NZ IFRS 8 Operating Segments.

In respect to disclosure under NZ IFRS 5 Non-Current Assets Held-for-sale and Discontinued Operations 
no adjustment has been made to the financial statements as at balance date there was no active 
programme to sell the busines unit, and the assets were not available for sale in their present condition. 
Accordingly, the underlying assets and liabilities do not meet the definition of being held-for-sale.  
Rather an unsolicited offer was received after balance date resulting in the conditional agreement signed 
June 2021. 

As at 31 March 2021, the Balance Sheet includes $2,379,000 of total net assets being disposed of, being 
the Property, Plant & Equipment of Dunedin Leisure Lodge. 

The estimated gain on disposal of $8,021,000 has not been recognised in the Income Statement or 
through Property, Plant & Equipment in the Balance Sheet. 
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Disclosures Not Part of 
Audit Opinion

Statutory Disclosures
(a) Remuneration of Directors 
Directors’ remuneration and other benefits received, or due and receivable during the year is as follows:

$’000 Group
Parent 

Company

Christchurch 
Casino 

Limited

Skyline 
International 

Luge Ltd

Skyline Luge 
Sentosa Pte 

Ltd

Skyline Luge 
Tongyeong 

Ltd

2021

J N Hunt – Chairperson 144,000 144,000 - - - -

G H Hensman 67,500 56,250 - 11,250 - -

R B Thomas 94,500 67,500 - 27,000 - -

D N Jackson1 103,500 67,500 36,000 - - -

S C Ottrey 67,500 67,500 - - - -

D Hamilton 67,500 67,500 - -

K J Matthews2 5,333 - 5,333 - - -

P J Hensman3 36,000 - 36,000 - - -

B Robertson4 69,333 - 69,333 - - -

P A Treacy3 36,000 - 36,000 - - -

Angela Teo3 23,944 - - - 23,944 -

Lee Chin Chuan3 23,944 - - - 23,944 -

B Thomasen3 13,500 - - 13,500 - -

Lee Ji Hyeong3 9,299 - - - - 9,299

761,852 470,250 182,666 51,750 47,888 9,299

1 Directors fees are paid to McCulloch and Partners, Chartered Accountants 
2 Independent Chairman until 30 April 2020 
3 Independent Director 
4 Independent Chairman from 1 May 2020

(b) Directors’ Indemnity and Insurance
The Company has indemnified its Directors for their actions in their capacity as Directors of the Company 
to the extent permitted by section 162 of the Companies Act 1993. The Company has also insured its 
Directors against liabilities to other parties (except the Company or a related party of the Company)  
that may arise from their positions as Directors. The insurance does not cover liabilities arising from 
criminal actions.
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(c) Remuneration of Employees
There were 34 employees who received remuneration and any other benefits in their capacity as 
employees, in excess of $100,000 for the year, as follows:

Number of Employees  Bracket 

2    $100,000 - $110,000
9    $110,000 - $120,000
2    $120,000 - $130,000
3    $130,000 - $140,000
3    $140,000 - $150,000
4    $160,000 - $170,000
3    $170,000 - $180,000
2    $180,000 - $190,000
2    $190,000 - $200,000
1    $200,000 - $210,000
1    $210,000 - $220,000
1    $490,000 - $500,000
1    $540,000 - $550,000

(d) Entries in Group Interest Register during Financial Year

(i) Directors’ Interests
  The following entries to the Group Directors Interest Register were made by the Directors of the 

Company during the year:

a)  Directors’ Transactions with the Group
  During the year Skyline Enterprises Limited and its subsidiaries:

  •  Paid Southern Beaver Contracting Limited for consulting, contracting and heavy Machinery 
services – a company in which Mr G H Hensman, a Director, has an interest.

  •   Sold Bookme Limited products and services – a company in which Mr R B Thomas, a Director, 
has an interest.

  •   Paid Crystal Resources Limited for rental of administration office space and carparks –  
a company in which Mr R B Thomas, a Director, has a beneficial interest. 

  •   Paid fees to McCulloch and Partners Chartered Accountants for professional services –  
Mr D N Jackson, a Director, is a partner in McCulloch and Partners.

  All of these transactions were provided on normal commercial terms.

b) New Directorships in other Entities
   For the year ended 31 March 2021 no new Directorships in other entities were recorded in the  

interest register.

(e) Share Dealing by Directors 
There was no share dealing by Directors during the year.

(f) Use of Company Information
During the year the Board received no notices from Directors of the Company requesting to use 
Company information received in their capacity as Directors which would not otherwise have been 
available to them.
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Shareholding Statistics
Distribution of Shareholders and Shareholdings

Size of Holding Holders Shares Percentage

0 - 19,999 632 4,358,375 12.77%

20,000 - 69,999 107 3,745,918 10.97%

70,000 - 199,999 34 3,527,167 10.33%

200,000 - 499,999 16 4,632,233 13.57%

500,000 + 14 17,873,686 52.36%

Total 803 34,137,379 100%

General Disclosures
(a)  Auditors
The Company’s Auditors, Crowe New Zealand Audit Partnership, are automatically reappointed in terms 
of Section 207T of the Companies Act 1993.

(b)  Share Capital
The issued capital as at 31 March 2021 was 34,137,379 ordinary shares.

(c)  Company’s State of Affairs and Significant Changes
The Directors consider the state of the Company’s affairs to be satisfactory.

Details of the year under review, including any material changes in the nature of the business of the 
Company or any of its subsidiaries or future prospects, are included in the Chairman’s Report and the 
Financial Statements of the Company published herewith.

(d)  Activities
The principal activities of the Company and its subsidiaries remained unchanged during the period. 
Associated company Dunedin Casinos Limited operates predominantly in the Casino Industry and has 
been equity accounted. The Station Limited, being an associated company of Skyline Enterprises Limited, 
operates predominantly in the tourism industry. The investment in the Station Limited was disposed of 
during the year. These companies have been equity accounted.

(e)  Directors 
Mr Richard Thomas and Ms Jan Hunt retire by rotation and, being eligible, offer themselves  
for re-election.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT  
 
To the Shareholders of Skyline Enterprises Limited 
 
    
Opinion   
 
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Skyline Enterprises Limited and its controlled 
entities (the Company and Group) on pages 26 to 78, which comprise the Group Balance Sheet as at 31 
March 2021, and the Group Income Statement, Group Statement of Comprehensive Income, Group 
Statement of Changes in Equity and Group Statement of Cash Flows for the year then ended, and Notes 
to the Accounts.  
 
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, 
the consolidated financial position of the Company and Group as at 31 March 2021, and its consolidated 
financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with New 
Zealand equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS). 
 
 
Basis for Opinion    
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (New Zealand) (ISAs (NZ)). 
Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the 
Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Company 
and Group in accordance with Professional and Ethical Standard 1 International Code of Ethics for 
Assurance Practitioners (including International Independence Standards) (New Zealand) issued by the 
New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board, and we have fulfilled our other ethical 
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have 
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.   
 
Other than in our capacity as auditor we have no relationship with, or interests in, the Company and Group. 
 
Key Audit Matters   
 
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our 
audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the 
context of our audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, 
and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.   
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Impairment Assessment of Property, Plant & Equipment (PPE) – Note 3.1 

Key Audit Matter How we addressed the Key Audit Matter 

The Group’s property, plant and equipment 
(PPE) are valued at $188,744,000 (2020: 
$185,313,000). 
 
PPE accounts for 36% of the total assets of the 
group (2020: 40%), making it a significant 
balance on the Group Balance Sheet. 
 
The impairment recognised in the Group Income 
Statement was $2,867,000 (2020: $6,311,000).  
 
Severe travel restrictions have been put in place 
due to COVID-19, affecting the local and global 
tourism industry.  
 
These restrictions affect the tourism operations 
globally indicating potential for impairment.   
 
The Board: 
▪ Determined the lowest grouping of assets 

that generate independent cash flows, known 
as a Cash Generating Unit (CGU). 

▪ Allocated the Group’s assets to the CGUs. 
▪ Considered for each CGU whether indicators 

of impairment existed. 
 
Where an indicator of impairment existed, the 
asset or CGU’s recoverable amount was 
determined.  
 
We have concluded that the impairment 
assessment of PPE was a key audit matter due 
to the judgement and estimates involved in 
assessing these assets for impairment. 
 

We performed the following procedures over 
management’s impairment assessment: 

 
▪ Reviewing internal management reporting to 

assess the level at which the Group monitors 
performance. 
 

▪ Comparing CGUs to our knowledge and 
understanding of the Group’s operations. 
 

For each CGU where an indicator of impairment 
was present, we assessed the appropriateness of 
the value in use calculation: 

 
▪ We critiqued the assumptions used in the 

Directors impairment assessment. 
 

▪ We critically assessed other market information 
to confirm the value of the impaired CGU. 
 

▪ We assessed the appropriateness of the 
disclosures in the consolidated financial 
statements as set out in the accounting 
policies. 
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Valuation and Impairment Assessment of Goodwill – Note 3.2 

Key Audit Matter How we addressed the Key Audit Matter 

The Group’s goodwill intangible assets in 
relation to Christchurch Casinos Limited are 
valued at $53,948,000 (2020: $53,948,000).  
 
We have included the valuation and impairment 
assessment of goodwill as a key audit matter 
due to: 

 
▪ Management performs an annual impairment 

test in relation to the carrying value of 
goodwill using a model to determine the 
recoverable amount. This model relies on 
various estimates and assumptions such as 
forecast cash flows, discount rate 
assessments.  
 

▪ Due to COVID-19 pandemic, severe travel 
restrictions have been put in place affecting 
the local and global tourism industry. These 
restrictions affect the tourism operations 
locally and globally indicating potential for 
impairment.   

 

We performed the following procedures over 
management’s impairment calculation: 

 
▪ We gained an understanding of the current and 

outlook for the industry and the strategic 
direction of the business and compared to 
actual results post balance date. 
 

▪ Compared historical forecasts of revenue and 
profit and compared them against the actual 
results to assess the reliability of 
management’s forecasting. 
 

▪ We challenged the reasonableness of the key 
forecasted revenue and expenditure by 
analysing the underlying assumptions and 
compared to actual results. 
 

▪ We challenged the long-term growth rate to 
industry averages with references to the 
material uncertainty of the lifting of COVID-19 
travel restrictions. 
 

▪ We evaluated the competence, capabilities and 
objectivity of managements experts. 
 

▪ Utilising the knowledge of our internal 
specialist, we critically reviewed the inputs and 
key assumptions used by management in 
determining the discount rate and performed a 
sensitivity analysis.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Valuation of Investment Properties with valuation uncertainty arising from COVID-19 – Note 3.3 

Key Audit Matter How we addressed the Key Audit Matter 

The Group’s investment properties are valued at 
$184,565,000 (2020: $132,000,000).  
 
The revaluation increment recognised in the 
Group Income Statement was $36,402,000 
(2020: $36,443,000 decrement).  
 
We have included the valuation of the 
investment property as a key audit matter due 
to: 
 
▪ The significance to the financial statements; 

The investment properties account for 36% of 
the total assets of the group (2020: 39%), 
making it a significant balance on the Group 
Balance Sheet. 

We performed the following procedures over the 
valuation of investment properties: 

 
▪ We assessed the valuation reports prepared by 

management’s expert, including the 
methodologies employed and key assumptions 
and estimates used. We reviewed the valuation 
reports for considerations of the impact of 
COVID-19 including any limitations of scope.  
 

▪ We assessed the valuers’ qualifications, 
expertise competence, capabilities and 
objectivity to undertake the valuations. 
 

▪ We confirmed that the valuation approach for 
each property was aligned with accounting 
standards and suitable for use in determining 
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▪ The valuation of the Group’s property 

portfolio is based on a model that is complex 
and relies on various estimates and 
assumptions. such as capitalisation rates, 
comparable sales, current market rent 
anticipated growth rates based on available 
market data.  

 
▪ Due to COVID-19 pandemic severe 

international travel restrictions were in place 
as at 31 March 2021. These restrictions 
affected the real estate market with reduced 
liquidity and consequently reduced 
transactional evidence which required the 
valuers to include various uncertainty clauses 
in their reports.      

 
 

 

the fair value of investment properties at 31 
March 2021. 
 

▪ We engaged our own valuation specialist to 
critique and challenge the work performed by 
management’s valuation experts, assumptions 
used by the experts, the appropriateness of the 
valuation methodologies. 
 

▪ We considered the adequacy of the disclosures 
made in note 1.3 (e) and note 3.3 Investment 
Properties, to the financial statements, which 
sets out the key judgements and estimates. 
These notes explain that an estimation 
uncertainty exists and there has been a 
material impact on the valuation of investment 
properties. 

 

Impairment Assessment of Investment in Associates – Note 4.1 

Key Audit Matter How we addressed the Key Audit Matter 

The Group’s investment in associates are 
valued at $6,518,000 (2020: $7,619,000). 
 
The impairment recognised in the Group Income 
Statement was $Nil (2020: $1,901,000).  
 
We have included the impairment assessment 
of investment in associates as a key audit 
matter due to: 

 
▪ The impairment assessment of the 

investment in Associates is based on a 
model that relies on various estimates and 
assumptions such as forecast cash flows, 
discount rate assessments. 

 
▪ Due to COVID-19 pandemic, severe 

restrictions have been put in place affecting 
the global tourism industry. These restrictions 
affect the tourism operations locally and 
globally. 

 
 

We performed the following procedures over 
management’s impairment calculation: 

 
▪ We gained an understanding of the current and 

outlook for the industry and the strategic 
direction of the business and compared to 
actual results. 
 

▪ We challenged the reasonableness of the key 
forecasted cashflows by analysing the 
underlying assumptions and compared to 
actual results. 
 

▪ We challenged the long-term growth rate to 
industry averages with references to the 
material uncertainty of the lifting of COVID-19 
restrictions. 

 
▪ Utilising the knowledge of our internal 

valuations specialist, we critically reviewed the 
inputs used by management in determining the 
discount rate estimate and performed a 
sensitivity analysis over the discount rate. 
 

▪ We performed sensitivity analyses over the key 
assumptions in the valuation. 
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Information Other Than the Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report 
 
The Directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information 
included in the Annual Report on pages 6 to 25 and pages 79 to 81, but does not include the consolidated 
financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. 
 
Our opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not 
express any form of audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon.  
 
In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the 
consolidated financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated.  
 
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other 
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard. 
 
Directors’ Responsibilities for the Consolidated Financial Statements 
 
The Directors are responsible on behalf of the entity for the preparation and fair presentation of the 
consolidated financial statements in accordance with NZ IFRS, and for such internal control as the Directors 
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.   
 
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the Directors are responsible for assessing the 
Company and Group’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to 
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Directors either intend to 
liquidate the Company and Group or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.  
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements   
 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as 
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that 
an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (NZ) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. 
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, 
they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these 
consolidated financial statements. 
 
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs (NZ), we exercise professional judgement and maintain 
professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:   
 
▪ Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit 
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting 
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may 
involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 
 

▪ Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Company and Group’s internal control.  
 

▪ Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by management. 
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▪ Conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by the Directors 
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or 
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company and Group's ability to continue as a going 
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our 
auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures 
are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to 
the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Company and 
Group to cease to continue as a going concern. 

 
▪ Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, 

including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying 
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.  

 
▪ Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or 

business activities within the Company and Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial 
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We 
remain solely responsible for the audit opinion.  

 
We communicate with the Directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the 
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify 
during the audit.  
 
We also provide the Directors with a statement that the we have complied with relevant ethical requirements 
regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may 
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards. 
 
From the matters communicated with the Directors, we determine those matters that are of most 
significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are therefore the 
key audit matters. We describe these matters in our report unless law or regulation precludes public 
disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should 
not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be 
expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.  
 
Restriction on Use 
 
This report is made solely to the Company and Group's shareholders, as a body. Our audit has been 
undertaken so that we might state to the Company and Group's shareholders those matters we are required 
to state to them in an auditor's report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we 
do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Company and Group and the Company 
and Group's shareholders as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed. 
 
The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is Michael Lee.  
 
For and on behalf of:  
 
 
 
 
Crowe New Zealand Audit Partnership  
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS  
Dated at Invercargill this 30th day of July 2021  
 

The title ‘Partner’ conveys that the person is a senior member within their respective division, and is among the group of persons who hold an equity interest 
(shareholder) in its parent entity, Findex Group Limited. The only professional service offering which is conducted by a partnership is the Crowe Australasia 
external audit division.  All other professional services offered by Findex Group Limited are conducted by a privately owned organisation and/or its subsidiaries.  
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